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the Northwest fi lm center is  a non-profi t  regional  media arts resource and service organiza-
tion founded to encourage the study, appreciation, and utilization of the moving image arts, to fos-
ter their artistic and professional excellence, and to help create a climate in which they may flourish. 

presenting Film  
whitsell auDitorium—located inside the Portland art museum, the whitsell auditorium serves as the primary 
venue for film center programs. each year, the film center presents over 500 programs to over 65,000 people.

film festivals—annual film festivals include the Portland international film festival (february), Portland 
jewish film festival (june), reel music festival (october), northwest filmmakers’ festival (november), and 
fresh film northwest (ages 13-19, november).

teAching Film 
school of film—one of the largest community-based film arts programs in the country, the film center’s 
school of film offers intensive hands-on classes and workshops in film production to 1,500 emerging artists, 
teachers, avocational adult learners, kids, and teens annually. faculty members are award-winning media artists. 
Partnering higher education institutions co-offer college credit options in addition to the school’s certificate 
in film. 

young filmmakers outreach—in k-12 classrooms, after-school settings, school of film facilities, and on 
location in the community, the young filmmakers outreach Program promotes media literacy as a core skill for 
the next generation. over 2,500 students are served annually—half of them low-income, minority, and/or under-
served communities. 

supporting FilmmAkers 
filmmaker services—in addition to its exhibition and teaching opportunities for regional artists, the film 
center circulates traveling exhibition programs featuring work by regional artists, administers media arts fel-
lowship programs, conducts the regional jurying of the academy student film awards, serves as a fiscal agent for 
independent producers in need of non-profit sponsorship, and offers low-cost equipment access and consulting 
services to community producers—with over 750 artists served annually.

The NORThweST FIlm CeNTeR IS FUNDeD IN PaRT by The NaTIONal eNDOwmeNT FOR The aRTS, OReGON aRTS COmmISSION, OReGON 

CUlTURal TRUST, ReGIONal aRTS & CUlTURe COUNCIl, The TeD R. Gamble FIlm eNDOwmeNT, The ROSe e. TUCkeR ChaRITable 

TRUST, The PaUl G. alleN FOUNDaTION FOR The aRTS, The JameS F. aND maRION l. mIlleR FOUNDaTION, mT. hOOD Cable 

ReGUlaTORy COmmISSION, aND The SUPPORT OF NUmeROUS CORPORaTe aND eDUCaTION PROGRam SPONSORS, membeRS, & FRIeNDS.

ChOCOlaT P.14

Special Thanks to our Sponsors

Premiere Sponsors

Champion Sponsors

Producing Sponsors

Alaska Airlines Audience Award Winners

THE SAPPHIRES / Australia / Wayne Blair 
*Best Narrative Award and Best New Director Award

AMERICAN WINTER / United States / Joe Gantz, Harry Gantz 
*Best Documentary Award

THE OTHER SIDE / Israel / Khen Shalem 
*Best Short Film Award

DEAR PETER, WOODCHIPS I / United States / Orland Nutt 
*Best Oregon Short Film Award

An expanded list of Awards available at: festivals.nwfilm.org/piff36/awards/

James F. & Marion L.
Miller Foundation
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Pierre Étaix is one of the great, unsung treasures of french cinema, though his work has remained little known in the united states. after get-
ting his start as an assistant to jacques tati on mr. hulot’s holiDay in 1953, Étaix subsequently made five feature films and three shorts 
between 1961 and 1971. Praised by directors as diverse as truffaut, bresson, godard, and David lynch, comedian, illustrator, gagman, and 
director Étaix’s films combine exquisite physical comedy with inventive sight gags and a slightly surreal visual sensibility. through a col-
laboration between the technicolor foundation for cinema heritage, groupama gan foundation for cinema, and janus films, the original 
negatives have been restored, providing the opportunity to discover a neglected master of comic filmmaking on new 35mm prints. “Pierre 
Étaix may be the funniest filmmaker you’ve never heard of.”—susan king, the los angeles times.

aPr 12 14 fri 7 Pm, suN 7 Pm
le grAnd Amour
FrANce 1969

Director: Pierre Étaix
Pierre is dutifully married to florence. everything is fine in their relation-
ship and at work. manager of his father-in-law’s factory, he spends his days 
signing checks and his evenings watching tv. the years pass monoto-
nously until a very young new secretary is hired and Pierre, shaken by 
infatuation, starts to dream... “one of those cinematic marvels that leaves 
me shaking my head and wondering where it has been all my life.”—the 
new yorker. “mr. Étaix shows his debt to the great clowns of silent cinema 
like buster keaton. sprinkled throughout, though, are involved passages 
that spin gloriously, surrealistically, off the narrative rails.”—the new 
york times. (87 mins.)

preceded by

hAppy AnniversAry
FrANce 1962

Director: Pierre Étaix
a young woman sets the table for her wedding anniversary celebration. 
her husband is stuck in Paris traffic. the few remaining errands he has to 
make only delay him more and more. winner of the 1963 academy award 
for best short film. (15 mins.)

aPr 13 sat 5 Pm & 9 Pm
lAnd oF milk And honey
FrANce 197 1

Director: Pierre Étaix
shot following the social uproar that swept france in may 1968, Étaix’s vérité 
chronicle is “a deftly discerning documentary. the surprisingly sharp topics 
that arise in interviews include eroticism, poverty, mediatized violence, gender 
equality, gay marriage, the power of advertising, and the deformation of minds 
and manners by television. looking askance at modern urban architecture, 
Étaix critiques bureaucratic regimentation and its grasp on art as well as on 
commerce. the concluding sequence—an inquiry into the public image of 
one Pierre Étaix—has a disarming reflexive loopiness, holding up mirrors to 
mirrors and sending the viewer off in freefall.”—the new yorker. (73 mins.)

aPr 13 14 sat 7 Pm, suN 5 Pm
As long As you’re heAlthy
FrANce 1966/ 197 1

Director: Pierre Étaix
co-written by jean-claude carrière, Étaix fashions four playful 
vignettes that comically dramatize the anxieties of 20th century life. 
“life is tough in the modern era: insomniac Étaix whiles away the 
night with a book on vampires—then his wife wakes up; no seats at 
a packed cinema, or they’re blocked or immediately reclaimed—and 
then the adverts begin: a devastating satire on commercials; shrink 
Étaix has it rougher than his patients; and the bickering between a 
picnicking couple and a farmer escalates into hilarious gunfire and 
electrocution.”—film forum. (77 mins.)

preceded by

Feeling good
FrANce 1966

Director: Pierre Étaix
a comic take on camping that was originally a sequence in as long 
as you’re healthy. (12 mins.)

aPr 18 20 thurs 7 Pm, sat 4:30 Pm
yo yo
FrANce 1965

Director: Pierre Étaix
“beautifully filmed in black and white, with a more substan-
tial story and richer characterizations to accompany its gag 
sequences (including an amazing bout of below-the-ankle sex), 
yo yo is arguably Étaix’s finest and most fully achieved film. it 
begins in 1925 as a silent movie, with Étaix as a filthy rich and 
hilariously lazy sybarite. the Depression brings financial ruin and 
turns the film into a talkie, as the man’s son (also Étaix) becomes a 
circus clown who vows to restore the family chateau to its former 
glory.”—gene siskel film center. “yo yo celebrates true love 
and creative freedom. it’s also a valentine to cinema, incorporat-
ing allusions to the work of artists ranging from groucho marx to 
federico fellini.”—the wall street journal. (97 mins.)

aPr 20 22 sat 2 Pm, moN 7 Pm
the suitor
FrANce 1962

Directors: Pierre Étaix, jean-clauDe carriÈre
“Pierre Étaix’s delightful first feature received the Prix louis Delluc, 
french cinema’s most prestigious award. the actor-director’s love of 
the great silent film comedians is evident in this gag-filled, almost 
dialogue-free tale of an astronomy geek (Étaix) who, under pressure 
from his parents, sets out to find himself a wife. spurned by his fam-
ily’s swedish maid and not content to settle for the hard-drinking bru-
nette who attaches herself to him, our hero sets his sights on—and 
builds a shrine to—a chanteuse he espies on television. the find-a-
bride-quick plot, of course, recalls buster keaton’s seven chances. 
as in many of his films, Étaix makes comic play with exaggerated 
sound effects.”—Pacific cinematheque. (83 mins.)

preceded by

rupture
FrANce 196 1

Director: Pierre Étaix
a man receives a break-up letter from his sweetheart, who sends 
him back his photo in pieces. the pained lover decides to reply. 
fountain pen, penholder, desk, stamps, paper, and inkwell all con-
trive diabolically to thwart him. winner of the grand Prize at the 
oberhausen international short film festival. (11 mins.)

the films of
PIERRE ÉTAIX

le GRaND 
amOUR

FeelING GOOD

yO yO

The SUITOR

“Twice in my life I understood what 
genius was. The first time was looking 
at the definition in the dictionary. The 
second was encountering Pierre Étaix.” 
—Jerry Lewis



aPr 5 6 7 fri 7 Pm, sat 7 Pm, suN 5 Pm &7 Pm
the Best oF the ottAwA internAtionAl 
AnimAtion FestivAl
Directors: various
celebrating its 36th anniversary this year, ottawa is one of the world’s premier showcases for 
new animation. the entertaining “best of ottawa” program presents 11 festival award winners, 
audience favorites, and other innovative entries in a wide variety of genres and forms. the program 
includes: ballPit (kyle mowat, canada), a morning stroll (grant orchard, great britain), the 
great rabbit (atsushi wada, france/japan), sunny afternoon (thomas renoldner, austria), 
nightingales in December (theodore ushev, canada), thunDer river (Pierre hébert, canada), 
i am tom mooDy (ainslie henderson, great britain), gum (noam sussman, canada), Primus “lee 
van cleef” (chris smith, us), junkyarD (hisko hulsing, netherlands/belgium), and una furtiva 
lagrima (carlo vogele, luxembourg/us). (75 mins.) content not appropriate for children. sponsored 
by lAikA and AsiFA northwest.

aPr 5 6 fri 8:45 Pm, sat 8:45 Pm
thAle
NorwAY 2012

Director: aleksanDer l. norDaas
the witty and entertaining thale is based on a mythical female character in nordic folklore 
called the “huldra”—a beautiful creature living deep in the woods that seduces men with her 
songs and is recognizable by her long flowing hair and cow’s tail. according to legend, it’s best 
not to make a huldra mad. in nordaas’s imaginative turn on the tale, elvis and leo are childhood 
friends who work together cleaning macabre crime scenes and removing the human remains left 
behind. sent to a remote house in the woods to collect the body of an old man who was apparently 
torn apart by wolves, the pair discover a hidden door and a wild, frightened young woman named 
thale, the secret captive of her deceased guardian. they soon discover that others are interested 
in thale too… “a nutty norwegian mash-up of drollery, myth, and jolts to the nervous system, 
thale does a deft dance between gross-out comedy and horror fantasy.”—variety. (76 mins.)

SPECIAL SCREENINGS 444

aPr 16 tues 7:30 Pm—visitiNG artist
the Burning plAin
Us 2008

Director: guillermo arriaga
in his debut feature as director, arriaga, who will present the film tonight as part of a series of 
oregon screenings organized by the cinema Pacific film festival, builds on the multi-faceted 
approach to storytelling he brought to his celebrated scripts for amores Perros, 21 grams, 
babel, and the three burials of melquiaDes estraDa. shot in part in Portland and coos 
bay, the burning Plain is an ensemble drama following several characters in different times 
and places—an oregon woman trying to reconcile with her mother after a traumatic childhood, 
two teenagers trying to save their parents in a new mexico border town, a young girl on a journey 
of redemption, and a couple dealing with their extramarital affair. sylvia (charlize theron), 
mariana (18-year-old jennifer lawrence, in her first starring role), and gina (kim basinger) 
are the central female characters who suffer from damaged pasts. beautifully shot by the great 
cinematographer robert elswit (there will be blooD), arriaga’s intricate writing weaves 
together the intercut storylines in continuously dramatic fashion. (107 mins.) co-presented with the 
cinema pacific Film Festival in eugene, April 17-20 (cinemapacific.uoregon.edu), with support from the 
consulate general of mexico in portland.

aPr 21 suN 4 Pm
imitAtion oF liFe
Us 1959

Director: Douglas sirk
based on fannie hurst’s best-selling novel about race, gender, and materialism in 1950s america, 
sirk’s imitation of life is high studio melodrama with a capital “m” and was also the inspiration 
for todd haynes’s style homage far from heaven. two mothers discover that success is not 
necessarily the key to happiness, particularly when it comes between a mother and her child. 
actress lora meredith (lana turner in an all-out performance) claws her way to stardom only to 
realize that the daughter (sandra Dee) she has neglected for years is now a stranger to her and, 
painfully, her rival for the love of a younger man (john gavin). at the same time, her loyal african-
american housekeeper/de facto nanny (juanita moore) finds herself rejected by her own light-
skinned daughter (susan kohner) who struggles to pass for white. “i tried to make it into a picture 
of social consciousness—not only of a white social consciousness but of a negro one too. both 
white and black are leading imitated lives.”—Douglas sirk. (125 mins.) prior to the screening, at 
2 pm, singaporean media artist ming wong will do a live performance and artist talk at the university of 
oregon’s white stag Block via skype to complement his two-city exhibition “emotion pictures,” on view 
at the white Box gallery and the Jordan schnitzer museum of Art in eugene. wong’s performance will play 
off his installation “life of imitation,” inspired by the film. co-sponsored by the white Box gallery and 
the university of oregon’s cinema pacific Film Festival.

ImITaTION OF lIFe

The beST OF The OTTawa INTeRNaTIONal aNImaTION FeSTIval

Thale

The bURNING PlaIN
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Film has the power to change lives, empower self-expression, and create community.  
Since our founding in 1972, we’ve been a place where thousands of individuals have found and 
cultivated their personal voices as storytellers and image-makers. Our classrooms and facilities 
bring a diverse cross-section of community members together for skill-building, friend-making, 
and technical support. We’re a center where access, aesthetics, and action combine to help people 
realize their aspirations and where new films and filmmakers are launched into the world. 

HAVE A LOOK 

vimeo.com/channels/schooloffilm

FOLLOW uS

@schooloffilm

LIKE uS 

facebook.com/schooloffilm 

OuR NEWSROOM 

newsroom.nwfilm.org 
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StuDENtS
Join other artists, creators, communicators, business professionals, and explorers 
who want to connect to the film scene! Hone your skills, learn something new, or 
get serious (finally) about making films. Build discrete skills in media production or 
have an artistic or social change agenda. Grow your business by incorporating film 
into your skill set or marketing plans.  

FACILItY
We’re located near the South Park Blocks in downtown Portland, adjacent to the 
Portland Art Museum campus and just five blocks from Portland State University. 
Served by multiple public transportation options, our 10,000-square-foot building 
contains classrooms, editing labs, an equipment cage, and the Film Center’s 
administrative offices. 

CuRRICuLuM
We offer a Core Sequence of two 14-session courses: ART OF FILMMAKING I, in which 
students create two individual short film projects while learning the basics of film production 
and film language/analysis, and ART OF FILMMAKING II, where students expand to create 
short films in various genres while increasing skills in shooting, editing, and sound. This Core 
Sequence is supported by shorter, more discrete Topic Classes, varying in length from two 
to eight sessions. 

FACuLtY
As working filmmakers, our faculty members teach and guide from real life 
experience. Among the region’s finest documentary, narrative, and experimental 
filmmakers, their award-winning work appears on public and community television 
and in film festivals, micro-cinemas, and exhibition programs worldwide. For Faculty 
bios, visit www.nwfilm.org/school/faculty.

CLASSROOMS
Our learning environment is kinetic and personal. In an era when you can learn 
about filmmaking through online tutorials and YouTube videos, we humanize and 
enrich the learning experience through personal contact and class dialogue. Most 
of our classes are no larger than 15 students. Classes generally meet once a week, 
most often on evenings and weekends.  

EASY ENROLLMENt
There is no application process. Use our online registration system to simply sign up for a 
class or workshop that interests you. If you need more information, please give us a call or 
email us for an advising session appointment or tour of our facility. Registration is open until 
a class is filled. Optional college credit is available for all of our Core Sequence and Topic 
Classes through Portland State University. Admission to the PSU degree program is not 
required. We also offer a cross-registration program with the Culture and Media Department 
at Marylhurst University. For more information about taking our classes for credit, please visit 
www.nwfilm.org/school/info/credit.

MAKE WItH MENtORS
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Enrolled students receive free admission 
to films in our exhibition program in the 
state-of-the-art Whitsell Auditorium.

nwfilm.org
503-221-1156 
info@nwfilm.org

FREE
ADMISSION

FIND
Out
MORE

EQuIPMENt IS PROVIDED with class registration. Individual class listings indicate the specific 
equipment available for each class. Throughout the term, you’ll interact with our friendly and knowledgeable equipment 
room staff to reserve and check out the allocated camera, editing, and other gear you need for class assignments.  

OuR GEAR is chosen with the emerging filmmaker in mind. The workhorse of our camera pool is the Canon 
XA-10, a user-friendly High Definition camera with manual controls, professional-quality sound inputs, built-in memory 
of 64 MG, and slots for two memory cards. We also have Arri and Bolex 16mm cameras and a selection of Super-8mm 
cameras, as well as basic light kits, C-stands and other lighting gear, microphones, digital recorders and other sound 
gear, tripods, and other equipment. 

LEARN AVID! The School of Film is now an Avid Media Composer campus. Avid Media Composer 6.5 is the 
current state-of-the-art standard in professional film editing, used professionally to edit everything from feature films 
to commercials. Enroll in one of our Core Sequence or Topic Classes, and you will have the option to purchase this 
software for your own personal use at a substantial student discount.

MAKE WHAt IS IMPORtANt tO YOu

Drop-In Advising and Tours:
Tuesday, Thursday, Friday–10 AM & 2 PM
934 SW Salmon Street, Portland, OR
Corner of 10th & Salmon

School of film
SPRiNG claSSeS  
at-a-GlaNce 2013 faculty tuition

#  
Sessions Start Date

Day of 
Week

PSU 
credit 
option

Pre- 
requisite

canon 
Xa-10

avid 
media 

composer 
avid  

Protools 

Qualifies 
for avid 
Student 
Discount

free 
admission  
to NWfc 

Screenings

toPic claSSeS

Shoot + Edit + Share Blubaugh $725.00 9 April 8 Mon

Digital Editing I O'Brien $725.00 9 April 11 Thurs

Digital Editing II Williams $725.00 9 April 9 Tues

Screenwriting Fundamentals Blain $725.00 9 April 10 Wed

Screenwriting Intensive Matheson $725.00 9 April 11 Thurs

Sound Design & Editing Woods $725.00 9 April 10 Wed

Video in the Workplace Blubaugh $725.00 9 April 13 Sat

Food Styling Custer $325.00 4 May 7 Tues

Facial Expression in Clay Animation Bruce $325.00 4 April 9 Tues

Media Arts Academy for Teachers Blubaugh $485.00 5 June 24 Mon-Fri

Film Into Literature Ferrua $95.00 8 April 8 Mon/Tues

oNe-DaY WoRKShoPS

Inside the World of Film Composing Orton $95.00 1 April 20 Sat

Storyboarding Schaefer $65.00 1 May 11 Sat

Time-Lapse Cinematography Eifert $75.00 1 May 4 Sat

haNDS-oN BaSicS

Avid for Final Cut Users Williams $10.00 1 April 6 Sat

Canon XA-10 Basics Blubaugh $55.00 1 April 27 Sat

Basic Lighting O'Brien $65.00 1 May 18 Sat

Basic Sound Recording Minty $65.00 1 May 11 Sat
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SPRING CLASSES & WORKSHOPS

AVID FOR FINAL Cut uSERS
SATURDAY, APR 6, 10 AM-12 PM
CAM WILLIAMS Tuition: $10

Orientation to Avid Media Composer 6.5 for users of Final Cut 
Pro 7.

Topics: what the Avid interface looks like and how it works; 
similarities and differences of the two systems; setting up a 
project; color correction and sound mixing capabilities; short 
cuts; working with the Adobe Suite; outputting options.

Prerequisites: Basic knowledge of Final Cut Pro 7
Related courses: DIGITAL EDITING I, DIGITAL EDITING II, DIGITAL 
VIDEO WORKFLOW

BASIC LIGHtING
SATURDAY, MAY 18, 1-5 PM  
AMY O’BRIEN Tuition: $65

Use basic light kits to dramatically vary the mood and quality of 
light in a scene.

Topics: using key, fill, backlight, and kicker/rim light; how cookies, 
flags, scrims, and silks affect a light source; use of light meters; 
lighting the interview subject; lighting an outdoor scene; tips and 
tricks.

Prerequisites: None
Related courses: CANON XA-10 CAMERA BASICS, CANON XA-10 
CAMERA IN DEPTH, BOLEX/ARRI FILM CAMERA OPERATION

BASIC SOuND RECORDING
SATURDAY, MAY 11, 10 AM-3 PM
PAM MINTY Tuition: $65

Basics of recording dialogue, interviews, narration, and effects.

Topics: general overview of microphone types and uses, from 
lavaliers to shotguns; operation of the Marantz PMD-660, Sound 
Devices 702 Digital Audio Recorder, Mix-Pre and 302 Field Mixer; 
learn about rental options.

Prerequisites: None
Related courses: CANON XA-10 BASICS, BASIC LIGHTING, SOUND 
DESIGN & EDITING, ART OF FILMMAKING I

CANON XA-10 CAMERA BASICS
SATURDAY, APR 27, 1:30-4:30 PM 
ANDY BLUBAUGH Tuition: $55

Introduction to the basics of our HD camera workhorse.  

This workshop is REQUIRED for renters of this particular camera.

Topics: manual focus and exposure; proper use of external 
microphones; basics of the touch screen; recommended presets; 
how to download your AVCHD footage to your computer.

Prerequisites: None
Related courses: CANON XA-10 CAMERA IN DEPTH, BASIC 
LIGHTING, SOUND RECORDING 

DIGItAL EDItING I
THURSDAYS, APR 11-JUN 6, 6:30-9:30 PM
9 sessions Tuition: $725
AMY O’BRIEN PSU Credit: $195

Introduction to editing styles and techniques using Avid Media 
Composer.

Topics: how editors work and think; how sound and picture work 
together; matching action and montage editing styles; editing 
steps and organizing materials; adding sound effects, music, and 
narration; basics of titles; edit two films in two styles; bring in 
work-in-progress for class critique.

Qualifies for Avid discount. 

Projects: Individual 
Allocated gear: Avid Media Composer 6.5
Prerequisites: None
Related courses: DIGITAL EDITING II, DIGITAL VIDEO WORKFLOW

DIGItAL EDItING II
TUESDAYS, APR 9-JUN 4, 6:30-9:30 PM
9 sessions  Tuition: $725 
CAM WILLIAMS PSU Credit: $195

Build out your editing toolbox while editing a more ambitious 
individual project.

Topics: how to use editing to create story, character, emotion, 
flow, rhythm; compositing, using video and audio filters, 
keyframing, and motion effects; advanced titles; color correction; 
workflow and prepping for output; bring in work-in-progress for 
class critique; edit one individual project.

Qualifies for Avid discount. 

Projects: Individual 
Allocated gear: Avid Media Composer 6.5
Prerequisites: DIGITAL EDITING I or permission of instructor
Related courses: DIGITAL EDITING I, DIGITAL VIDEO WORKFLOW 

        FACIAL EXPRESSION 
IN CLAY ANIMAtION

TUESDAYS, APR 9-30, 6:30-9:30 PM
4 sessions Tuition: $325
BARRY BRUCE PSU Credit Option: $65

Step-by-step techniques for sculpting and animating facial 
expressions in clay characters.

Topics: elements of facial expression in animation; caricature 
and stylizing the face; how to sculpt a range of expressions; 
principles of lip sync; watch the instructor demonstrate step-
by-step sculpting techniques while working on your own head/
bust/character; animate your character through four or five 
expressions in a way that tells a simple story; bring in work-in-
progress for class critique.

Students to purchase assigned tools and clay at $30 additional.  
Qualifies for Avid discount.

Projects: Individual
Allocated gear: Basic video cameras for in-class recording
Prerequisites: None
Related course: STOP-MOTION ANIMATION I

 NEW!  FOOD StYLING
TUESDAYS, MAY 7-28, 6:30-9:30 PM
4 sessions Tuition: $325 
DELORES CUSTER PSU Credit Option: $65

The art of preparing food for the camera.

Topics: selecting and working with different foods (which ones 
work, which ones don’t); learn to produce steam on demand, a 
chilled beverage with a splash, cheese melting over a hamburger, 
grill marks on meats, the perfect dollop, and much more; 
propping; working as a team with the cinematographer; working 
on location under minimum conditions; try out techniques and 
shoot them with basic cameras; last class is devoted to a small 
group project on a chosen food.

Students to purchase food for weekly assignments. 
Qualifies for Avid discount.

Projects: Individual and collaborative
Allocated gear: Basic video cameras for in-class recording
Prerequisites: None
Related courses: CANON XA-10 CAMERA BASICS, BASIC LIGHTINGI

        INSIDE tHE WORLD 
OF FILM COMPOSING

SATURDAY, APR 20, 10 AM-4 PM
MARK ORTON Tuition: $95

How the film composer and director make beautiful music 
together.

Topics: overview of the instructor’s film palette and style; types 
of film scores (original, licensed, public domain, live captured, 
sound design); the film music department staff (who does what); 
film music budgeting; what happens before a composer is hired 
(the temp score, the cue sheet, demos, typical contracts, and 
budgets); how to work with a composer (the spotting session, 
what a composer needs technically, the adjusted cue sheet, giving 
notes, film music vocabulary, the illusive locked picture); licensing 
music (different types of licenses, understanding publishing, 
obtaining a license, different types of rights scenarios, how to 
avoid “the man,” re-purposing non-film music, filing a finalized 
cue sheet); clips from a variety of films will be used throughout 
to illustrate the material; interaction with the instructor is highly 
encouraged.

Prerequisites: None

 NEW!  LItERAtuRE INtO FILM
MONDAYS, APR 8-JUN 3, 7-9 PM; NO CLASS MAY 27 
+ CORRESPONDING FILM SERIES, APR 9-JUN 4, 7 PM
8 sessions    Tuition: $80/$45 Silver Screen Club members
PIETRO FERRUA

The various ways that film directors interpret literary works, from 
short stories and plays to novels.

Topics: how such American and foreign directors as Michelangelo 
Antonioni and Alain Resnais have converted literary works into 
cinematic ones; comparison of filmic and literary language and 
structure; identification of the elements which directors play with 
to interpret a work; assessment of a director’s faithfulness versus 
creative interpretation of a given work; the ethics of directorial 
adaptation; participants read the literary work outside class, 
view the film at a public screening in the Whitsell Auditorium, and 
then learn more about and discuss the interpretation with the 
class; each class talks about the film screened the week before 
and introduces the film coming up; open to film enthusiasts and 
filmgoers of all ages.

Tuition includes admission to corresponding night film series in 
the Whitsell Auditorium (see page 13).

Qualifies for Avid discount.

Prerequisites: None
Related courses:  ART OF FILMMAKING I, SCREENWRITING 
FUNDAMENTALS

 NEW! 

 NEW! 

Inside the World of FIlm Composing (above)Storyboarding (P.9)
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Calling all kids + teens grades 2-12 
with an interest in creative self-
expression, hands-on learning, and 
fun with technology! The film arts 
are an excellent way to learn about 
group decision-making, build self-
confidence, and uncover and nurture 
those special talents within.

Join our School of Film faculty for 
these week-long adventures in 
animation, live action, and special 
effects digital video. Experiment 
with and learn about media arts 
and technology from experienced 
teaching artists. No previous 
experience is required—just the 
desire to participate in an active, fun, 
and educational learning experience. 
All equipment and supplies are 
included. You bring the ideas!

ANDREW BLuBAuGH is a filmmaker and 
performance artist whose work has screened at 
Sundance, the Ann Arbor Film Festival, Clermont-
Ferrand, PDX Fest, and the Seattle International 
Film Festival. He has taught Film Camp classes for 
eight years and regularly instructs the Media Arts 
Academy for Teens.

BRENDA GRELL is an experimental filmmaker with 
an MFA from the Rhode Island School of Design 
who works in digital design and new media. This 
is her third year teaching computer animation for 
Film Camp. She also teaches adult-level classes in 
the School of Film.

BRIAN LINDStROM, who holds an MFA in Directing 
from Columbia University, has produced a series for 

PBS and makes award-winning documentaries 
on social justice themes for national and 

international distribution. He is one of 
the founding instructors of the Media 
Arts Academy for Teens.

LIZ RANDALL, a graduate of the Cornish College of 
the Arts, is an editor, animator, and photographer 
whose experimental film INTERLUDE was a finalist 
for the Student Academy Awards. An art teacher for 
the McMinnville School District, she has taught Film 
Camp for three years.

MICHELLE SWINEHARt is a multi-disciplinary artist 
and certified K-12 art teacher with a background 
in digital media, sculpture, puppetry, and video 
installation, with an MFA in Art and Social Practice 
from PSU. This is her fourth year with Film Camp.

Location:
Northwest Film Center
934 SW Salmon

Mailing Address:
1219 SW Park Avenue
Portland, OR 97205

Staff Help:
Monday–Friday 9 AM–5 PM
503-221-1156

Register online:
www.nwfilm.org/school

REGIStER ONLINE
Register online at www.nwfilm.org/school. Tuition and 
lab fees are due at the time of registration. Returning 
students already have an account on file. Please 
contact the School of Film at info@nwfilm.org or 503-
221-1156 to obtain your user name and password. 
You will receive a confirmation of your registration by 
email. When maximum enrollment is reached, a wait 
list will be generated, and you will be contacted as 
space becomes available. Classes may be canceled 
due to underenrollment, in which case students will be 
contacted by phone in advance and a full refund issued.

FINANCIAL ASSIStANCE
Families with a high-interest child or teen and 
significant financial need may request tuition 
assistance to any of the camps offered. Applications 
will be accepted until this year’s funds are exhausted. 
Teens specifically interested in the MEDIA ARTS 
ACADEMY FOR TEENS should request support 
through the Frank Hood Scholarship Program; the 
deadline is June 14. Tuition assistance and Frank 
Hood Scholarship application forms are available at 
www.nwfilm.org/school.

REFuNDS
The refund policy is as follows: 30 or more days before 
the first day of camp – 90% refund; 15-29 days before 
the first day of camp – 50% refund; 0-14 days before the 
first day of camp – NO refund.

NOtE: Grade level refers to Fall 2013.The Northwest Film Center School of 
Film, initiated in 1972, is one of the 
largest and oldest community film 
schools in the nation, offering classes 
and workshops on an avocational 
basis, as well as for academic credit 
in partnership with local colleges and 
universities. School of Film faculty are 
working artists who devote a portion 
of their professional lives to teaching. 
An optional Certificate Program in 
Film allows individuals to pursue a 
sequential course of study toward their 
personal goals in film. The School’s 
statewide outreach arm, the Young 
Filmmakers Program for Kids + Teens, 
conducts hands-on filmmaking projects 
with schools and community groups, 
provides professional development 
for K-12 teachers, and produces the 
annual student recognition program 
Fresh Film Northwest for teens. The 
School operates in tandem with 
the Film Center’s year-round 
exhibition program of foreign, 
classic, experimental, and 
independent works which 
showcases a wide array 
of regional, national, and 
international cinema and 
includes the annual Portland 
International Film Festival and 
Northwest Filmmakers’ Festival.
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DIGItAL MOVIEMAKING FOR tWEENS  COuRSE #012
SECTION 1: MON-FRI, JUN 17-21, 9 AM-1 PM
SECTION 2: MON-FRI, JUN 17-21, 1:30-5:30 PM
SECTION 3: MON-FRI, JUL 8-12, 9 AM-1 PM
SECTION 4: MON-FRI, JUL 8-12, 1:30-5:30 PM
SECTION 5: MON-FRI, JUL 15-19, 9 AM-1 PM
SECTION 6: MON-FRI, JUL 15-19, 1:30-5:30 PM
SECTION 7: MON-FRI, JUL 29-AUG 2, 9 AM-1 PM
SECTION 8: MON-FRI, JUL 29-AUG 2, 1:30-5:30 PM
Make a dramatic movie in five days! The pace will be fast, but 
you’ll learn the basics of working together as a movie crew, 
operating a professional-level digital video camera, directing 
actors, sound recording, and digital editing. At the end of the 
week, a short drama will be “in the can.” The week will culminate 
in a family screening, complete with popcorn. Completed films 
will be uploaded to a special class online video album.
Enrollment Limit: 14. Select one of eight sections.
TUITION: $265
EQUIPMENT/LAB FEE: $50

MOCKuMENtARY FOR tWEENS  COuRSE #016
SECTION 1: MON-FRI, AUG 5-9, 9 AM-1 PM
SECTION 2: MON-FRI, AUG 5-9, 1:30-5:30 PM
Is it real life, or is it just pretending to be to make us laugh? 
Welcome to the world of mockumentary. Working together on a 
movie crew, you will use a professional-level digital video camera 
to shoot “real” events and conduct mock interviews with “real” 
people using a script designed to stretch your imagination. 
Then edit these into a single mock-u-movie using digital editing 
software. The week will culminate in a family screening, complete 
with popcorn. Completed films will be uploaded to a special class 
online video album.
Enrollment Limit: 14. Select one of two sections.
TUITION: $265
EQUIPMENT/LAB FEE: $50

COMPutER ANIMAtION FOR tWEENS  COuRSE #023
SECTION 1: MON-FRI, AUG 5-9, 9 AM-1 PM
SECTION 2: MON-FRI, AUG 12-16, 9 AM-1 PM
SECTION 3: MON-FRI, AUG 12-16, 1:30-5:30 PM
Bring two-dimensional graphic artwork to life using Adobe Flash 
software on Apple digital workstations. Learn how animators 
create motion using techniques such as squash and stretch, 
staging, timing, and parallax scrolling. Animate video and/or scan 
in and manipulate your own artwork. Record your own voiceovers 
and sound effects and create your own animated sequences 
frame by frame. The week will culminate in a family screening, 
complete with popcorn. Completed films will be uploaded to a 
special class online video album.
Enrollment Limit: 11.  Select one of three sections.
TUITION: $265
EQUIPMENT/LAB FEE: $50

GREEN SCREEN VISuAL  
EFFECtS FOR tWEENS  
COuRSE #017
SECTION 1: MON-FRI, JUL 8-12, 9 AM-1 PM
SECTION 2: MON-FRI, JUL 8-12, 1:30-5:30 PM
SECTION 3: MON-FRI, JUL 15-19, 9 AM-1 PM
SECTION 4: MON-FRI, JUL 22-26, 9 AM-1 PM
SECTION 5: MON-FRI, JUL 22-26, 1:30-5:30 PM
“Green screen” or chroma-key technology allows characters or 
objects to interact with moving and still backdrops. In this camp, 
you’ll learn to set up, shoot, and edit the elements which create 
the magic. We’ll start by filming you and/or your props in front 
of a green background. Then you’ll go into the editing lab to 
pick your own backdrop and, using professional digital editing 
software, electronically transport yourself and/or your objects to 
another world: outer space, foreign cities, underwater, or...your 
own idea. Go ahead—wear a green shirt to camp and watch your 
body disappear! The week will culminate in a family screening, 
complete with popcorn. Completed films will be uploaded to a 
special class online video album.
Enrollment Limit: 11. Select one of five sections.
TUITION: $265
EQUIPMENT/LAB FEE: $50

LIGHtS! CAMERAS! PuPPEtS!  COuRSE #015
SECTION 1: MON-FRI, JUN 24-28, 8:45 AM-3 PM 
SECTION 2: MON-FRI, JUL 8-12, 8:45 AM-3 PM
SECTION 3: MON-FRI, JUL 15-19, 8:45 AM-3 PM
Learn to tell stories with digital video and puppets in motion! This 
class combines the art of traditional puppet-making with the basics 
of digital video production. Working with a professional artist, you 
will create original puppet characters, props, and sets. Then, 
using the language of camera moves and angles, you will film an 
original puppet script. The focus is on student imagination and the 
language of cinematic storytelling. The week will culminate in a 
family screening, complete with popcorn. Completed films will be 
uploaded to a special class online video album.
Enrollment Limit: 12. Select one of three sections.
TUITION: $265
EQUIPMENT/LAB FEE: $50

DIGItAL MOVIEMAKING FOR KIDS  COuRSE #011
SECTION 1: MON-FRI, JUN 17-21, 8:45 AM-3 PM 
SECTION 2: MON-FRI, JUN 24-28, 8:45 AM-3 PM
SECTION 3: MON-FRI, JUL 8-12, 8:45 AM-3 PM
SECTION 4: MON-FRI, JUL 15-19, 8:45 AM-3 PM
Learn how filmmakers use camera angles, lighting, sound, and 
editing to tell stories and who does what on a movie crew. You will 
have a turn at being a videographer, grip (lights and microphone), 
art director, director, and editor on a short dramatic film. By the 
end of the week, you’ll be able to watch television and movies 
with new eyes! The week will culminate in a family screening, 
complete with popcorn. Completed films will be uploaded to a 
special class online video album.
Enrollment Limit: 12. Select one of four sections.
TUITION: $265
EQUIPMENT/LAB FEE: $50

JuNIOR ANIMAtION  COuRSE #022
SECTION 1: MON-FRI, JUL 22-26, 8:45 AM-3 PM
SECTION 2: MON-FRI, JUL 29-AUG 2, 8:45 AM-3 PM
SECTION 3: MON-FRI, AUG 5-9, 8:45 AM-3 PM
SECTION 4: MON-FRI, AUG 12-16, 8:45 AM-3 PM
Bring your drawings, artwork, three-dimensional objects, cutouts, 
and graphic images to life. Learn how animators create movement 
using traditional stop-motion animation and a video camera to 
shoot sets. Record your action frame by frame to make up your 
own animation sequences. The week will culminate in a family 
screening, complete with popcorn. The completed films will be 
uploaded to a special class online video album.
Enrollment Limit: 14. Select one of four sections.
TUITION: $265
EQUIPMENT/LAB FEE: $50

CAMP CALENDAR Grade JuNE
17–21

JuNE
24–28

JuLY
1–5

JuLY
8–12

JuLY
15–19

JuLY
22–26

JuL/AuG
29–2

AuG
5–9

AuG
12–16

AuG
19–21

Lights! Cameras! Puppets! 2–4 X X X

Digital Movie Kids 4–6 X X X X

Junior Animation Kids 4–6 X X X X

Digital Movie tweens AM 6–8 X X X X

Digital Movie tweens PM 6–8 X  X X X

Mockumentary tweens AM 6–8 X

Mockumentary tweens PM 6–8 X

Computer Animate tweens AM 6–8 X X

Computer Animate tweens PM 6–8 X

Green Screen Visual FX tweens AM 6–8 X X X

Green Screen Visual FX tweens PM 6–8 X X

Green Screen Visual FX teens PM 9–12 X

Computer Animate teens PM 9–12 X

Media Arts Academy teens 9–12  X  X X X
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GREEN SCREEN VISuAL EFFECtS FOR tEENS   
COuRSE #028
MON-FRI, JUL 15-19, 1:30-5:30 PM
“Green screen” or chroma-key technology allows characters or 
objects to interact with moving and still backdrops. In this camp, 
you’ll learn to set up, shoot, and edit the elements which create 
the magic. We’ll start by filming you and/or your props in front 
of a green background. Then you’ll go into the editing lab to 
pick your own backdrop and, using professional digital editing 
software, electronically transport yourself and/or your objects to 
another world: outer space, foreign cities, underwater, or...your 
own idea. Go ahead—wear a green shirt to camp and watch your 
body disappear! The week will culminate in a family screening, 
complete with popcorn. Completed films will be uploaded to a 
special class online video album.
Enrollment Limit: 11. 
TUITION: $265
EQUIPMENT/LAB FEE: $50

COMPutER ANIMAtION FOR tEENS  COuRSE #026
MON-FRI, AUG 5-9, 1:30-5:30 PM
Bring two-dimensional graphic artwork to life using Adobe Flash 
software on Apple digital workstations. Learn how animators 
create motion using techniques such as squash and stretch, 
staging, timing, and parallax scrolling. Animate video and/or scan 
in and manipulate your own artwork. Record your own voiceovers 
and sound effects and create your own animated sequences 
frame by frame. The week will culminate in a family screening, 
complete with popcorn. Completed films will be uploaded to a 
special class online video album.
Enrollment Limit: 11. 
TUITION: $265
EQUIPMENT/LAB FEE: $50

this is the ultimate destination class for the highly motivated, film-interested teen.
COuRSE #008
SECTION 1: MON-FRI, JUL 22-26 & MON-WED, JUL 29-31, 9 AM-5 PM
SECTION 2: MON-FRI, AUG 12-16 & MON-WED, AUG 19-21, 9 AM-5 PM
ANDY BLUBAUGH, BRIAN LINDSTROM

CALL FOR ENTRIES!
FRESH FILM NORtHWESt tEEN FILM FEStIVAL
ENTRY DEADLINE: AUG 1
Open to any young person, ages 13-19, living in Oregon, 
Washington, Idaho, Montana, and Alaska. Chosen films are 
included in a free public screening presented in November in the 
Whitsell Auditorium as part of the Northwest Filmmakers’ Festival. 
No entry fee. For more information, visit nwfilm.org/festivals.

MEDIA ARtS ACADEMY FOR K-12 tEACHERS: 
INtEGRAtIVE APPROACHES
MON-FRI, JUN 24-28, 9 AM-4 PM
A five-day intensive opportunity for K-12 educators from all 
endorsement areas to learn the hands-on basics of media 
production. Undergraduate and graduate credit available through 
PSU. See complete class description on page 9.

tHANKS tO OuR CONtRIButORS
National Endowment for the Arts

Oregon Arts Commission

John D. and Catherine T. MacArthur Foundation

Henry Lea Hillman, Jr. Foundation, Inc.

James F. and Marion L. Miller Foundation

Mount Hood Cable Regulatory Commission

Mission Control

King Family Foundation

Vicki Mee

Women in Film/Faerie Godmother Fund 

Frank Hood Fund of the Oregon Community 
Foundation

Wieden+Kennedy

Portland State University

ZGF Architects

Regional Arts & Culture Council

Marylhurst University

Pro Photo Supply

Chipotle Mexican Grill

If you’re thinking about applying to film school or 
want to experience the excitement (and challenges) 
of creating an entire film from scratch and working 
on a real film shoot, you don’t have to go to New 
York or Los Angeles. Now in its 14th year, the MEDIA 
ARTS ACADEMY FOR TEENS is the School of Film’s 
premier opportunity to:

• Learn with award-winning film professionals
• Be part of a film crew
• Use professional digital video equipment
• Learn Avid Media Composer industry standard 

software
• Get involved in scripting, planning, casting, 

directing, working with actors, shooting, 
lighting, sound recording, editing, and more!

Bring several script ideas to the first day. You’ll 
work as a group to determine produceability and 
what attributes make a story great and to select 
one concept to develop into a screenplay. Come 
prepared to work hard and learn an amazing 
amount! Expect at least one long shooting day 
during the class. The week will culminate in a 
screening for family and friends in the Film Center’s 
state-of-the-art Whitsell Auditorium. Tuition 
includes catered lunches. No previous experience 
is required. Completed films will be uploaded to a 
special class online video album.

Enrollment Limit: 14. Select one of two sections.
TUITION: $995
EQUIPMENT/LAB FEE: $125
PSU CREDIT FEE: $260 (optional)
PSU REC CTR FEE: $41 (required with PSU credit 
option)

HIGH SCHOOL CREDIT: The Academy may qualify for 
high school arts or elective credit through your school 
district. Inquire with your local guidance counselor. 

COLLEGE CREDIT: The Academy is available for four 
undergraduate credits through the Portland State 
University Department of English at an additional charge 
of $260 (depending on enrollment status, additional 
PSU fees may apply). A letter grade will be issued on a 
PSU transcript. Admission to PSU is not required. College 
credit must be selected by the first day of the Academy 
and cannot be awarded retroactively. For information, 
contact info@nwfilm.org or 503-221-1156.

STUDENT HOUSING: Reasonably priced dormitory 
housing with private bathrooms, internet access, and 
optional meal plan, operated by the Portland State 
University Housing Office, is available in the Ondine 
Residence Hall, a short walk from the Film Center. 
Arrangements must be made directly with PSU. For more 
information, visit www.pdx.edu/conferences/shc or call 
503-725-4336. Discuss with your parents whether this is 
an appropriate option, as PSU does not provide on-site 
supervision and is not affiliated with the Film Center. For 
more information, contact info@nwfilm.org or 503-221-
1156.

THE FRANK HOOD SCHOLARSHIP: A full scholarship to 
the MEDIA ARTS ACADEMY FOR TEENS is available on a 
competitive basis to an individual with high interest and 
demonstrated need. The application deadline is June 
14, 2013. Download the application form at nwfilm.org/
school/info/scholarships.
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MEDIA ARtS ACADEMY
FOR tEACHERS

MONDAY-FRIDAY, JUN 24-28, 9 AM-4 PM 
+ OPTIONAL OPEN LAB THURSDAY, JUN 27, 4-9 PM
5 sessions Tuition: $485
ANDY BLUBAUGH PSU Credit Option: $260

Learn to conduct small-scale videomaking projects that foster 
integrative learning in the K-12 classroom.

Topics: how the media arts can enable students to demonstrate 
academic content proficiency in science, social studies, language 
arts, and other core subjects; how the media arts can help 
students develop skills in critical thinking, leadership, and 
media literacy; shoot and edit simple exercises that can easily 
be replicated in the classroom without fancy equipment; learn 
strategies for engaging beginners as well as production of larger 
narrative and documentary projects; how to lead groups through 
the scriptwriting process; hear from guest educators about their 
success stories; create and receive feedback on lesson plans 
for the next school year; open to educators from all grade levels 
and endorsement areas; may be taken for four undergraduate/
graduate PSU credits (optional).

Qualifies for Avid discount.

Projects: Individual and collaborative
Allocated gear: Canon XA-10 HD cameras, Avid Media Composer 6.5
Prerequisites: None

SCREENWRItING 
FuNDAMENtALS

WEDNESDAYS, APR 10-JUN 5, 6:30-9:30 PM
9 sessions Tuition: $725
JACQUELYN BLAIN PSU Credit: $195 

Take your ideas to the next level and turn them into a feature-
length screenplay. 

Topics: screenplay structure and formatting; creating characters 
with depth and purpose; writing effective dialogue; the difference 
between plot and story; structuring scenes and sequences; 
solving the second act droop; write an outline and at least the 
first 30 pages of your screenplay; bring in work-in-progress for 
class critique.

Qualifies for Avid discount. 

Projects: Individual 
Prerequisites: None

SCREENWRItING INtENSIVE
THURSDAYS, APR 11-JUN 6, 6:30-9:30 PM
9 sessions Tuition: $725
CHRIS MATHESON PSU Credit: $195 

Plan, shape, and populate a feature film script with extended 
instructor review and critique. 

Topics: join a group of writers who already know the basics and 
want to push through premise, development, outline, draft, and 
revision to polish stage; most class time is devoted to review and 
critique; first-time students bring three script ideas to first class 
for instructor review; returning students continue and finish the 
script you are already working on.

Qualifies for Avid discount 

Projects: Individual 
Prerequisites: SCREENWRITING FUNDAMENTALS or equivalent 
for first-time students; previous completion of this class for 
returning students 
Related course: SCREENWRITING FUNDAMENTALS 

 NEW!  SHOOt + EDIt + SHARE
MONDAYS, APR 8-JUN 10, 6:30-9:30 PM; NO CLASS MAY 27
9 sessions Tuition: $725 
ANDY BLUBAUGH PSU Credit Option: $195

Shoot and edit short films and upload them to Vimeo.  

Topics: learn the basics of camera operation, shooting, and 
editing; shoot and edit two short films through exercises which 
teach the basics of visual expression; shoot and edit a short 
individual final project of your own; bring in work-in-progress for 
class critique; set up a Vimeo channel and upload all work.

Qualifies for Avid discount. 

Projects: Individual
Allocated gear: Canon XA-10 HD camera, Avid Media Composer 
6.5
Prerequisites: None
Related courses: DIGITAL EDITING I, SOUND RECORDING, 
SOUND DESIGN & EDITING, ART OF FILMMAKING I

SOuND DESIGN & EDItING
WEDNESDAYS, APR 10-JUN 5, 6:30-9:30 PM
9 sessions  Tuition: $725 

WAYNE WOODS PSU Credit: $195

Develop sonic creativity and audio skills using Avid ProTools.

Topics: elements and concepts of sound design; start to learn 
ProTools by creating a sound story of aural images; make two 
contrasting soundtracks for your own edited picture track or 
provided footage; bring in work-in-progress for class critique; visit 
a professional sound studio.

Qualifies for Avid discount. 

Projects: Individual 
Allocated gear: Avid ProTools
Prerequisites: SOUND RECORDING highly recommended but not 
required
Related courses: SOUND RECORDING, DIGITAL EDITING I, 
DIGITAL EDITING II 

StORYBOARDING
SATURDAY, MAY 11, 10 AM-3 PM 
DAN SCHAEFER Tuition: $65

Learn to storyboard your own film and/or work with a professional 
storyboard artist.

Topics: how storyboarding saves precious dollars; the role of 
the storyboard artist on a crew; the range of approaches used in 
working with a director; shorthand instruction in figure drawing, 
composition, and perspective; standard blocking techniques, 
camera shots, and camera moves; participate in an in-class, 
hands-on exercise and receive instructor feedback; suitable for 
drawing novices as well as the highly skilled; open to filmmakers 
of all levels.

Projects: Individual
Prerequisites: None

tIME-LAPSE CINEMAtOGRAPHY
SATURDAY, MAY 4, 10 AM-4 PM
MARK EIFERT Tuition: $75

Fundamentals of obtaining digital moving image time-lapse 
results.

Topics: which video cameras are the best to use and why; how 
to make camera moves, set proper exposure in changing light, 
and stabilize the camera in windy conditions; using neutral 
density filters to maximum effect; how to stage multiple cameras 
shooting at the same time; students will set up and film an indoor 
and outdoor time-lapse situation, then take the footage into the 
digital editing lab to make the still frames into movie files.

Allocated gear: Camera for in-class use (or bring your own time-
lapse enabled camera)
Prerequisites: Basic knowledge of photography or videography 
recommended

VIDEO PRODuCtION 
IN tHE WORKPLACE 

SATURDAYS, APR 13-JUN 15, 10 AM-1 PM; 
NO CLASS MAY 25
9 sessions   Tuition: $725 
ANDY BLUBAUGH PSU Credit: $195

Keep yourself current by creating video programs that support 
workplace needs.

Topics: practice planning, writing, lighting, shooting, and 
editing behind-the-scenes profiles, testimonials, documentation 
of events, employee training, and internal communications 
programs; prepare finished work for PowerPoint, online 
streaming, and mobile platforms; how to manage in-house 
workflow; one-on-one coaching for individual workplace needs; 
all work takes place in class—no outside time required.

Tuition includes two days of free Canon XA-10 camera rental for use 
anytime before July 15, 2013 (valued at $350, subject to availability).

Qualifies for Avid discount.

Projects: Collaborative (scripts and equipment provided)
Allocated gear: Canon XA-10 HD camera, basic sound and 
lighting gear, Avid Media Composer 6.5
Prerequisites: None 
Related courses: CANON XA-10 CAMERA IN DEPTH, GREEN 
SCREEN, ART OF THE INTERVIEW, SOUND RECORDING, DIGITAL 
VIDEO WORKFLOW
Related course: SCREENWRITING INTENSIVE
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PROJECT VIEWFINDER is an outreach effort of the School of Film to teach 
the tools of filmmaking to young adults transitioning from homelessness 
to self-sufficiency. Working with lead faculty member Bushra Azzouz 
and supporting filmmakers, these youth are creating short films to 
help educate the community about this timely issue. Here the young 
filmmakers talk about who they are and what the project means to them.

PROJECT VIEWFINDER is inspired by the uplifting story of Hazel Malone, 
a School of Film student who, mentored by our faculty, turned her life 
around from one of homelessness to one of hope, joy, and creativity. 
Watch her story here: nwfilm.org/youngfilmmakers/projectviewfinder.

photos By JAson e. kAplAn

I am an art addict, the kind that 
never gets enough beauty. I’ve also 
always been a solo creator. This 
project is giving me an opportunity 
to let go, give in, and work with 
others. I am enjoying it thoroughly.  
Butterfly Orton

I’m a cool guy, and I’m humble. 
I consider life to be the longest 
movie in the world, and I’m always 
picturing scenes in my head. I have 
a story to tell about the struggles 
I’ve been through and the vicious 
cycle of poverty. It will inspire 
people to dream big and live right. 
Alex Stokes

I’m hoping that my image alone will 
tell you about me. Symbolism, after 
all, transcends language. At Project 
Viewfinder, they’re very good to 
me. I enjoy working with my peers. 
They’ve taught me so much. I’m 
touched. Rex  Brushwood

I appreciate that Project Viewfinder 
could see us, the homeless, and 
say, “We see value in these youth, 
right here in our own city.” I am 
so glad to be selected. I have a 
message to relay, and I hope it will 
be understood. Antwoine thomas

What can I say? Fiction is my 
inspiration. I believe Project 
Viewfinder is the beautiful stepping 
stone between myself as a nerdy, 
obscure, toiling writer and a 
provocative, mythmaking filmmaker, 
ready to unlock my full potential. 
John Pinney

SOuND BYtE

I am unfolding the magic I feel 
in my heart with my community, 
and I am turning it into a bigger, 
revolutionary reality. We are using 
strength, dedication, maturity, and 
compassion to create each other’s 
perspectives on film and to share 
that vision and experience with the 
world.  Kayla Stone
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PROJECt VIEWFINDER

FOLLOW OuR PROGRESS: e facebook.com/schooloffilm @schooloffilm  #ProjViewfinder projectviewfinder.tumblr.com

I’m ambitious. I take risks. I love 
my family and friends. I put forward 
a lot of effort to achieve a goal. I 
couldn’t have asked for a better 
group of people to work with on this 
awesome project. We all share the 
common goal of film. David Boston

I’m strong because of my struggles. 
I’m intelligent because of the things 
I’ve experienced in my life. I see the 
same things other people see, just 
not in the same way. Expressing my 
ideas through the camera keeps 
me building strength in myself. 
Deondre Irons

I’m a very bright young lady that 
views the world as half full. I’m 
an open book. I’m awesome, 
entertaining, goofy, and I can 
honestly do anything I set my mind 
to. Project Viewfinder is making 
my ideas into reality using film. 
treasure Gill

Just because mishaps in my life 
have stopped me before doesn’t 
mean I’m stopping now. Project 
Viewfinder is helping me realize 
that I want to improve myself 
and that I have more to give. 
I’m persevering into a new life.  
Rachel Derryberry

I want to be an inspiration for 
others like me out there and a voice 
for disenfranchised people. This 
is an amazing, once-in-a-lifetime 
opportunity that I am thrilled to be a 
part of. I am learning skills that will 
last me a lifetime. Jo’Vannie Jones

join us for  
the premiere of 

PROJECt  
VIEWFINDER

Wednesday, May 1, 6 PM, 
Whitsell Auditorium

The School of Film and its 
partners present a free 
public screening of the 
films created by the partici-
pants of PROJECT VIEW-
FINDER, profiled here. 
Many of the young film-
makers will be present to 
interact with the audience. 
A free public reception for 
the young filmmakers be-
gins at 5 PM in the adjacent 
Andrée Stevens Room. 

Free admission

thanks to  
our donors

Alfred Nuttall
Anita Kaplan
Aurelius Capellan
Beverly M. Trover
Bob Rineer
Brenda Clark
Brian Wagstaff
Bryan Stearns
Camilo Marquez
Carol Coar
Carolyn Thon
Charles H. 

Jorgensen
Cheryl Strayed
Dale and Frances 

Maser
Dalene Neville
Daniel L. Feiner
David Rue
Deborah H. 

Redman
Dennis P. Clark
Diana Richardson
Don Van Wart
Earl Thomas
Ellen Theodorson
Enie Vaisburd
Eric and Martha 

Van Dyke
Eva Soto
Gretchen Janssen
Gretta Siegel
Gwen Woods
Harold C. Nevis
James A. 

Dorenkamp
Jamie M. Waelchli
Jamie Murphy
Janet Christ
Jeremy 

Schwartzbord
Johanna S. 

Cummings
John Brennan
John T. Miner
John Thiemeyer
John Van 

Voorhies
Jonathan Smith
Joseph Martinez
JS May
Judy Henderson
Justine Blau
Karen Alexander-

Brown
Karen F. Williams
Karen Ward

Kate DeBellis
Kathryn Coffel
Kay Bristow
Kenneth 

O’Connell
Kevin Keithley
Kimberly Gehl
Larissa Ennis
Laura G. Polich
Laura Mehren
Laura Watts
Leigh Coffey
Leland Hanson
Linda Reedijk
Lisa Cicala
Lynnea Eagle
Margaret Willer
Margo DeBeir
Marilynn Burke
Mary Lou 

Waterman
Mary Lyons
Mary-Anne 

Cimino
Melissa Gregory 

Rue
Nicholas De 

Morgan
Ourry 

Schwartzbord
Pat Strausbaugh
Patricia Emmitt
Patricia Kennedy
Paul and Joan 

Sher
Paul J. Opperman
Phyllis Oster
Phyllis 

Trowbridge
Randall Koch
Randy Splitter
Rich Eichen
Robert Nimmo
Ron Bourke
Sandra T. Trainer
Sandy K. Miller
Sheryl Horwitz
Stephanie Levine
Stephen Leathers
Steve Kaplan
Susan Feder
Todd Carlson
Tyler Morrison
Vicki Cohen
Wallace Gibson
William Trevaskis

James F. & Marion L.
Miller Foundation

Thanks to these social service agencies 
for their help:
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National Endowment for the Arts

Oregon Arts Commission

John D. and Catherine T. MacArthur 
Foundation

Henry Lea Hillman, Jr. Foundation, Inc.

James F. and Marion L. Miller Foundation

Mount Hood Cable Regulatory 
Commission

King Family Foundation

Vicki Mee

Women in Film/Faerie Godmother Fund 

Frank Hood Fund of the Oregon 
Community Foundation

Wieden+Kennedy

Portland State University

ZGF Architects

Regional Arts & Culture Council

Marylhurst University

Pro Photo Supply

Chipotle Mexican Grill

equipment available  
for rent includes:
Canon XA-10 Camera Package

Panasonic DVX-100 Camera Package

16mm and Super-8mm Film Cameras

Microphones and Sound Mixers

Light Kits and Grip Equipment

Soundtrack Pro Audio Work Station

Avid Media Composer Work Station

Final Cut Studio Work Station

Portable Green Screen

facilities available  
for rent include:
Voiceover Recording Room

Casting and Audition Rooms

We’re your Super-8  
headquarters for:
Canon and Minolta Super-8 Camera Rental

Ektachrome Color Reversal Super-8 Film 
Stock

Tri-X B/W Reversal Super-8 Film Stock

EQ 
ACCESStHANK 

YOu!

The School of Film supports the use of media in our community as a means of self-ex-
pression and cultural advancement by making its film/video equipment, editing rooms, 
and other facilities available to artist and nonprofit users at subsidized rental rates and 
to commercial users as availability allows. Download a Rental Rate Sheet (nwfilm.org) 
for a complete list of available items, services, and pricing. Rental requests must be 
received at least 48 hours in advance and will be confirmed within 24 hours. For more 
information, contact 503-221-1156 or reserve@nwfilm.org.

BuSHRA AZZOuZ, lead faculty member for 20 years, is the director of the award-winning docu-
mentary AND WOMAN WOVE IT IN A BASKET..., an exploration of traditional Klickitat river culture 
through a contemporary Native American woman’s point of view. Her two recent films, NO NEWS, a 
personal reflection on 9/11, and WOMEN OF CYPRUS, a collaboration with the women of that divided 
island, investigate the imprint of war on everyday life. She holds a BA from Reed College and an MA 
from San Francisco State. She is currently working on A MIDSUMMER NIGHT’S DREAM IN PRISON, 
which follows inmates at an Oregon state prison as they produce Shakespearean comedies.

JACQuELYN BLAIN is a Writers Guild of America screenwriter with more than 75 hours of produced 
television and credits as a staff writer/producer on such series as “Diagnosis Murder,” “VR.5,” and 
“Martial Law,” working with actors like Dick Van Dyke, David McCallum, Arsenio Hall, Sammo Hung, 
and Anthony Stewart Head (Giles on “Buffy the Vampire Slayer”). She has taught at the UCLA Writers 
Program, the Art Institute of Portland, and Chemeketa Community College, helping numerous 
students to produce award-winning films. She runs workshops and the Pitch Practice Room at the 
annual Willamette Writers Conference and served as script consultant and associate producer for 
the locally-shot independent feature NOT DEAD YET, which won first place in the Baltimore Women’s 
Film Festival. 

ANDY BLuBAuGH’s experimental documentaries have screened at the Sundance, Clermont-
Ferrand, Edinburgh, and Seattle International Film Festivals, among others, and have been broad-
cast by the PBS program “P.O.V.” and the Logo Network. He is the recipient of a fellowship from 
the Tribeca Film Institute and was identified as one of “25 New Faces of Independent Film” by 
Filmmaker Magazine. His debut feature, THE ADULTS IN THE ROOM, premiered at the Frameline 
Film Festival in San Francisco and won Best Narrative Feature at the 37th Northwest Film & Video 
Festival.

BARRY BRuCE is an animation director and designer with a background in architecture who, as part 
of Will Vinton Studios, worked on numerous animated feature films, shorts, television programs, and 
commercial spots. These include the Oscar-nominated THE GREAT COGNITO, RIP VAN WINKLE, 
MEET THE RAISINS, and RETURN TO OZ, as well as numerous Emmy Award-winning programs. 
Pioneering the Claymation style of clay animation with Will Vinton, he supervised animation produc-
tion within the studio, including both stop-motion and 3D computer animation. His background also 
includes a stint as creative director for Flying Rhinoceros, Inc., producing animated programs for the 
educational market. 

DELORES CuStER has 30 years of experience as a food stylist, working on print, commercial, and 
film assignments for the national market. Her recently published book, FOOD STYLING: THE ART OF 
PREPARING FOOD FOR THE CAMERA, is considered the definitive Bible on the subject. In addition to 
consulting with advertising agencies, public relations firms, and food companies, she also teaches 
at such institutions as New York University and the Culinary Institute of America. 

MARK EIFERt divides his time between working as director of photography for Portland’s anima-
tion studios and working outdoors shooting time-lapse footage for applications ranging from inter-
stitial shots in television programming to television commercials, music videos, and art films. He has 
worked with Chel White, Jim Blashfield, and many others locally on a variety of short films including 
Jim Blashfield’s BUNNYHEADS and Chel White’s MAGDA. 

PIEtRO FERRuA, professor emeritus at Lewis and Clark College, is an author, essayist, translator/
interpreter, mixed media artist, and scholar of the artistic and literary avant gardes. His interest 
in film stems from a lifelong interest in comparative cultures, initially in his native Italy, then in 
Switzerland and Brazil, and finally in the US, where he has taught and published at the univer-
sity level for more than three decades. His articles and reviews about various films and film direc-
tors have appeared in such publications as Literature/Film Quarterly, Cinemonkey, and Spectrum: 
Magazine of the Arts. He has taught about literature and film at Lewis and Clark College. 

CHRIS MAtHESON, a graduate of UCLA, is the writer, with Ed Solomon, of BILL AND TED’S 
EXCELLENT ADVENTURE, its sequel BILL AND TED’S BOGUS JOURNEY, IMAGINE THAT (2009), and 
RAPTUREPALOOZA (2012). He co-wrote MR. WRONG (1996) and wrote and directed the 2000 indie 
feature THE WISE ONES and EVIL ALIEN CONQUERORS (2003).

PAM MINtY, Film Center Education Program Manager, is the co-founder of 40 Frames, which has 
screened and preserved 16mm films since 2000. Her film EMPTY QUARTER, co-produced with Alain 
LeTourneau, recently had its New York premiere at the Margaret Mead Festival, followed by screen-
ings at Anthology Film Archives and elsewhere. More information at emptyquarterfilm.org.

AMY O’BRIEN is a documentary and narrative filmmaker/editor with a background in theatre and 
web design. Through her production company, Purple Macaroni Productions, she creates short 
films that document personal stories and explore the lighter side of life. These have included FOUR, 
which screened in the Northwest Filmmakers’ Festival, and NO SOLICITING, which screened at 
the Columbia Gorge International Film Festival. She also creates promotional films for nonprofits 
such as Literary Arts and the Tucker-Maxon School for the Deaf and recently edited “Blue Fiddles,” 
a web series. An active member of Women in Film PDX, she studied media at the New School for 
Social Research and is currently enrolled in the screenwriting certificate program through UCLA 
Professional Programs. www.purplemacaroni.com

MARK ORtON, founding member of the genre-bending acoustic chamber ensemble Tin Hat, has 
written original scores or contributed music to numerous films including THE GOOD GIRL, THE REAL 
DIRT ON FARMER JOHN, EVERYTHING IS ILLUMINATED, BUCK, THE REVISIONARIES, Fernando 
Meirelles’s 360, NBC’s “E.R.,” and the upcoming Ken Burns series “The Roosevelts.” An alumnus of 
the Peabody Conservatory and the Hartt School of Music and the recipient of a Sundance Institute 
Composer Fellowship, he was nominated as Best New Composer by the International Film Music 
Critics. As an arranger, he has worked with artists including Tom Waits, Willie Nelson, Mike Patton, 
and Norah Jones. In addition to film, he composes for dance, circus, radio drama, and the concert 
hall, drawing inspiration from his collection of antique and unusual musical instruments.

DAN SCHAEFER has contributed to film and television productions as a concept artist for more than 
23 years. His list of projects includes animation (“Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles” television series), 
advertising campaigns (BMW, Adidas, Nike, Intel, HP, Clorox), feature films (NBC/Universal, MGM, 
Lions Gate, Paramount), and television (“Leverage,” TNT; “Grimm,” NBC; “Graceland,” USA). His 
diverse skill set has led him into art direction (THE VALLEY OF LIGHT for Hallmark) and producing 
(associate producer on Sony’s DEEP WINTER starring Michael Madsen). He has worked as a pre-
visualization artist with Gus Van Sant (PARANOID PARK, TO EACH HIS OWN CINEMA, MILK), Guillermo 
Arriaga (THE BURNING PLAIN), and Ellory Elkayam (WITHOUT A PADDLE 2). He has completed three 
feature-length documentaries including: MANIA, which premiered at the NW Filmmakers’ Festival 
as an official selection; KINGS OF THE ROAD; and FIGARO. Most recently he finished the film THE 
HOUSE BY THE SIDE OF THE ROAD.

CAM WILLIAMS started his editing career at Will Vinton Studios in 1999, editing the primetime TV 
series “The PJs” and for clients such as Wieden+Kennedy and J. Walter Thompson. At LAIKA, he 
was associate editor on the feature film CORALINE, as well as senior editor/editorial department 
manager for multiple commercials and projects in development. An alumnus of the Sundance 
Institute Feature Film Lab with an MFA in Film from Southern Illinois University at Carbondale, he has 
also edited short films for Joanna Priestley (ANDALUZ), Miranda July (SWAN TOOL), and Chel White 
(PASSAGE). 

WAYNE WOODS has been involved with sound for the moving image for nearly 30 years, as a pro-
duction sound recordist, studio/recording engineer, sound editor, and re-recording mixer. His credits 
range from student, documentary, and independent films through theatrical features (BIRD DOG, 
PSYCHO, PUNK LOVE) and commercials for broadcast television. He has taught for the Film Center 
for nearly two decades.

the Northwest film center’s School of film is supported by:

FACuLtY BIOS
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in conjunction with an eight-week school of film class taught on monday 
evenings by Pietro ferrua, we are pleased to screen this eclectic selec-
tion of films that explore the various ways film directors interpret literary 
works—from short stories and plays to novels—converting prose into 
cinematic language and structure. while each film can be seen individu-
ally, those enrolled in the class will consider them together while explor-
ing issues of creative interpretation and ethics, reading and discussing 
the original texts, and coming to a deeper appreciation of the aesthetic 
choices at play in moving from page to screen. further information on the 
class can be found in the school of film section on page 8. class regis-
tration includes admission to all of the films in the series. Pietro ferrua, 
professor emeritus at lewis and clark college, is an author, essayist, transla-
tor/interpreter, mixed media artist, and scholar of the artistic and literary  
avant gardes.

aPr 10 wed 7 Pm
the importAnce oF Being 
eArnest
GreAt BritA iN 1952

Director: anthony asquith
“although oscar wilde’s play premiered in 1893, it took several decades to 
reach the screen. asquith was the first of four directors to attempt the adap-
tation (followed by kurt baker [1992], who featured a completely african-
american cast; oliver Parker [2002], who won a best costume Design award 
for his take; and filmmaking duo brian bedford and David stern [2011], who 
re-established, partially, the version wilde had originally written, in four acts 
and with one additional character). for his part, asquith was quite faithful to the 
original text, although the cinematic medium allowed him to expand space and 
location. held by many critics as the best british comedy ever written, wilde’s 
story is based on his characters’ invention of jargons and personas in order to 
disregard society’s conventions.”—Pietro ferrua. (95 mins.)

aPr 17 wed 6:30 Pm
children oF pArAdise
FrANce 1945

Director: marcel carnÉ
“generally considered among french, if not world, cinema’s greatest accom-
plishments, carné’s film features not only grand settings but an extraordi-
nary assemblage of actors—Étienne Decroux, who taught mime art to marcel 
marceau and jean-louis barrault; Pierre brasseur; Pierre renoir; maria 
casares; arletty; and more. the script, based on a mélange of french literary 
sources (to be discussed in class), centers on four admirers who court actress 
garance (arletty): a mime, an actor, a duke, and a killer. while she gives some-
thing of herself to each, she loves only the pure, naïve, romantic mime. yet she 
renounces him on the touching plea of a boy wanting his father back. a fable-
like tale soaked in the blood of dark 18th-century intrigue.”—Pf. (195 mins.)

aPr 23 tues 7 Pm
lAst yeAr At mArienBAd
FrANce 196 1

Director: alain resnais
“resnais’s landmark film was such a cultural event that it was featured on 
the front page of Paris’s prestigious le monde newspaper and soon became 
an international sensation. revolutionary in its cinematography, the film also 
challenged modern logic, questioning the notions of past, present, and future 
and the distinctions between truth and lie, reality and dream, objectivity and 
subjectivity. Did the two main characters meet in marienbad the previous year 
or not? while in interviews resnais offered a cautious ‘perhaps!’, screenwriter 
alain robbe-grillet stated that it was up to the viewer to build his/her own inter-
pretation, thus asserting the viewer as co-author.”—Pf. (94 mins.)

aPr 30 tues 7 Pm
lAdy in the lAke
Us 1947

Director: robert montgomery
“whether or not raymond chandler will be included in the pantheon 
of great american literature, he is credited with creating one of liter-
ature and cinema’s most beloved heroes, private eye Phillip marlowe 
(played here by robert montgomery; also by Dick Powell in murDer, 
my sweet [1944] and humphrey bogart in the big sleeP [1946]). 
in this unusual film noir, screenwriter steve fisher and director/star 
robert montgomery have situated marlowe as the camera itself, 
his image only seen reflected in mirrors (a stratagem employed by 
fassbinder in his effi briest). marlowe is hired to investigate a 
woman’s disappearance, which ultimately conceals a crime. in his 
directorial debut, montgomery portrays marlowe, whose journey is 
complicated by two beauties, played by jayne meadows and audrey 
totter.”—Pf. (105 mins.)

may 7 tues 7 Pm
Blow-up
itAlY 1966

Director: michelangelo antonioni
“of argentine writer julio cortázar’s short story ‘the Devil’s Drool,’ 
antonioni opted to keep only the mechanism of magnification of the 
image hiding (perhaps) a suspicious reality, showing how far a film 
director can go to ‘render’ the ‘spirit’ of a literary work instead of 
transposing a mere plot. David hemmings is a fashion photogra-
pher, veruschka his favorite model, vanessa redgrave an elusive con 
woman, john castle an abstract artist married to vera miles who tries 
to find sense in his paintings—among the many other characters 
all alienated from reality, all wanting to be somewhere or someone 
else. both cortázar and antonioni chose the thriller’s style, but their 
search is not the whodunit but rather the ontological, the metaphysi-
cal.”—Pf. (111 mins.)

may 15 wed 7 Pm
seconds 
Us 1966

Director: john frankenheimer 
“novelist David ely is frequently cited as a science fiction writer. 
he should be listed instead as a metaphysical writer, a category 
that has few followers in america, which perhaps explains why this 
masterpiece was so little seen. seeking to make an auteur film, 
frankenheimer was attracted by ely’s unusual faustian story, which 
combined horror, suspense, science fiction, mythology, psychology, 
and more. assisted by cinematographer james wong howe, screen-
writer lewis john carlino, composer jerry goldsmith, and actors 
john randolph and rock hudson, frankenheimer creates an evoca-
tive atmosphere to tell the story of a disillusioned man who enlists 
a secret agency to help him fake his death and emerge with a new 
life.”—Pf. (106 mins.)

LITERATURE  
into FILM

laST yeaR aT maRIeNbaD

may 21 tues 7 Pm
diABoliQue
Us 1996

Director: jeremiah s. chechik
“celebrated french writers Pierre boileau and thomas narcejac, 
who wrote together under the nom de plume boileau-narcejac, 
are best known for such works as the novel D’entre les morts 
which inspired alfred hitchcock’s vertigo (1958), the adaptation 
of jean redon’s novel les yeux sans visage into georges franju’s 
eyes without a face (1960), and the novel celle qui n’Était 
Plus from which henri-georges clouzot fashioned his cult classic 
Diabolique (1955). chechik’s 1996 version of Diabolique, which 
recounts the story of the wife and mistress of a cruel schoolmaster 
who try to do him in, was a box office and critical disaster, despite 
the presence of actresses sharon stone and isabelle adjani and 
chechik’s faithfulness to the original text. a case study in adaptation 
and remake; at the same time, perhaps due rehabilitation.”—Pf. 
(107 mins.)

JuN 4 tues 7 Pm
originAl sin
Us 2001

Director: michael cristofer
“few american writers have inspired more filmmakers than cornell 
woolrich, who wrote under the aliases george hopley and william 
irish. his short story ‘it had to be murder’ became alfred hitchcock’s 
rear winDow, and his novel waltz into Darkness was adapted 
first by françois truffaut as mississiPPi mermaiD and, more 
recently, by cristofer as original sin. the plots of both versions 
initially correspond: a merchant (here luis vargas, played by antonio 
banderas) wants to marry a simple woman, while hiding from her his 
immense fortune. but the girl (angelina jolie) has her own agenda. 
along the way, cristofer (also the screenwriter) adds some plot twists 
of his own. reading the novel, one feels the strength of woolrich’s 
myth, but the director innovates beyond.”—Pf. (116 mins.)

blOw-UP

ChIlDReN OF PaRaDISe

series with optional class (P.8)



claire Denis occupies a unique place in world cinema, one not easily categorized or associated with any particular “wave” 
or style. both sensual and rigorous, languid yet at times explosively energetic, her films are highly idiosyncratic and often 
focus on those living on the margins of society—both in colonial and post-colonial africa (where she spent her early youth) 
and in her native france. Denis got her start as an assistant director to such legends as Dušan makavejev, costa-gavras, jim 
jarmusch, and wim wenders and in the decades since has established key, long-term collaborations with cinematographer 
agnès godard, screenwriter jean-Pol fargeau, the british rock band tindersticks, and actors grégoire colin and alex 
Descas, among others. “no one in modern cinema has a more elastic syntax, the guts to build each movie according to its 
subject from the atoms up… see them all.”—David edelstein, new york magazine. the film center is pleased to present this 
retrospective of Denis’s work, with the assistance of Delphine selles-alvarez and laura Pertuy 
of the cultural services of the french embassy in new york, Denis bisson and nora orallo of the 
french embassy in san francisco, Dean otto of the walker art center in minneapolis, and the 
alliance française de Portland. thanks to all. Full series passes will be available April 22 for 
only $45. Please visit nwfilm.org to purchase.
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ThE lyRIcAl sPAcE of
CLAIRE DENIS

may 3 5 fri 7 Pm, suN 2 Pm
chocolAt
cAmerooN/west GermANY/FrANce 1988

Director: claire Denis
Denis’s first feature, intricately structured through flashback, 
follows france, a young woman reflecting on her childhood in a 
former colonial outpost in cameroon. During france’s formative 
years, her mother aimée spends days at home while her husband 
is off tending to official duties. it is quickly apparent that there 
is a mutual attraction between aimée and Protée, a servant at 
the home. luc, a drifter who takes up temporary residence at the 
house, sees this tension and decides to take matters into his own 
hands. Denis’s semi-autobiographical film, ostensibly about the 
workings of a family on the brink, thus transforms into a scathing 
comment on race relations in colonial africa during the middle 
of the twentieth century. (105 mins.) dr. gina greco, professor of 
French at portland state university, will introduce the film at the 
sunday screening.

whITe maTeRIal

may 3 fri 9:15 Pm
down By lAw
Us 1986

Director: jim jarmusch
“jack (john lurie) and zack (tom waits), super-cool no-hopers, 
meet up in a new orleans jail. initially at odds with one another, 
they are soon distracted by the arrival of roberto (roberto 
benigni), whose Pidgin english, memories of old movies, and 
quotations from robert frost in his native italian keep them both 
irritated and amused. finally, however, it is this garrulous and 
eternally optimistic little man who leads the two self-appointed 
tough guys to freedom. what makes this film accessible is the 
emphasis on humor; after the initial establishment of character 
and atmosphere, the laughs come thick and fast, most notably 
from the marvelous benigni. for all the wit and style, however, 
the film’s most delightful triumph is to demonstrate that ‘ees 
a sad an’ beautiful world.’”—geoff andrew, time out london.  
assistant direction by claire Denis. (107 mins.)

may 4 10 sat 6:15 Pm, fri 9:15 Pm
i cAn’t sleep
FrANce/switZerlAND 1994

Director: claire Denis
claire Denis weaves the true story of thierry Paulin—a black, gay 
transvestite who, with his lover, killed at least 20 “little old ladies” in Paris 
during the 1980s—into a portrait of his extended family from martinique 
and their encounter with a plucky young lithuanian actress. “there are 
no heroes in i can’t sleeP, but the city fights its own demons, ‘grannies’ 
take up martial arts to defend themselves, and those with any shred of 
humanity reach out to others, often in vain. Denis understands that people 
sin but knows that they also regret. the title may suggest that even the 
gravest offenders lose sleep over their transgressions.”—indiewire. 
(110 mins.)

may 4 sat 8:30 Pm
pAris, texAs
west GermANY/FrANce/Us 1984

Director: wim wenDers
one of wim wenders’s finest directorial moments, Paris, texas was 
made in collaboration with playwright sam shepard, cinematographer 
robby müller, and guitarist ry cooder and featured assistant direction by 
claire Denis. the film concerns travis henderson (harry Dean stanton), 
an amnesiac who returns to his family’s life four years after abandoning 
them. a newfound bond with his son quickly grows, but as travis begins 
to search out his estranged wife jane (nastassja kinski), his circuitous 
route back into their lives takes on new dimensions as he is forced to 
reevaluate his place within the family. Paris, texas is a classic, downbeat 
vision of the american west that simultaneously takes the form of the 
existential road movie. (147 mins.)

ChOCOlaT35 ShOTS OF RUm
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TROUble eveRy Day

I CaN’T SleeP

NeNeTTe aND bONI

beaU TRavaIl

may 5 10 suN 4:30 Pm, fri 7 Pm
trouBle every dAy
GermANY/JAPAN/FrANce 2001

Director: claire Denis
“a hard-hitting mélange of science fiction, body horror, and 
aiDs allegory, trouble every Day is perhaps Denis’s most 
underappreciated work. although the film’s apparent coldness 
and glimpses of carnal savagery immediately marked it as a 
controversial aberration in Denis’s oeuvre, it is perhaps best 
understood as an important, albeit darker, variation of the 
restless, lonely searching for connection between people 
that remains the central theme of Denis’s work. while the film 
centers upon the relationship between an american and a french 
vampire, Denis’s real interest is not in the trappings of genre, 
whether mad-doctor imaginings or bloodshed, but in the limits of 
love, sex, and forgiveness.”—harvard film archive. (101 mins.)

may 5 suN 7 Pm
nenette And Boni
FrANce 1996

Director: claire Denis
boniface, “boni” for short, is 19. he works at a pizza van on the 
marseilles waterfront. since his mother died, he’s fallen out with 
felix, his dad, who’s in retail (lights and lampshades) and must 
watch out for his 15-year-old kid sister nenette. boni drifts along 
in his world: pizzas, the hood, daydreams, and an imaginary love 
interest that only makes him feel more alone. he idles around 
in his hot, sweaty apartment, waiting for desire to come along 
and sweep him away. but as boni dreams, reality intrudes. here 
comes nenette, on the run from the boarding school she hates 
and about to have a baby she doesn’t want. boni doesn’t want 
to know, but she moves in all the same, into the abandoned 
apartment he inherited from their mother—his den, his last line 
of defense. marginalized from the world, the two must find the 
bonds of family to find their identities and overcome the struggle 
to survive. (103 mins.) 

may 9 11 thurs 7 Pm, sat 5 Pm
BeAu trAvAil
FrANce 1999

Director: claire Denis
inspired by herman melville’s billy buDD, beau travail 
focuses on the lives of men in a small french foreign legion 
outpost, emphasizing the banality and ritual of their days in the 
scorching sun. sergeant galoup seems the ideal legionnaire: 
a brooding loner, cut off from his past. he runs the troupe like a 
well-oiled machine, until the arrival of a new recruit threatens 
to upset the delicate balance. “what is really remarkable 
about Denis’s film is the way she succeeds in fusing the real 
and the dreamlike, the naturalistic and the figurative, into one 
visual conceit. never for one moment does this shimmering, 
simmering emotional desert storm of a film relax its grip on your 
senses.”—Peter bradshaw, the guardian. (93 mins.)

may 11 sat 2 Pm
wings oF desire
west GermANY/FrANce 1987

Director: wim wenDers
a city symphony like few others, wings of Desire is wim 
wenders’s love letter to berlin, as told through the eyes of 
Damiel (bruno ganz), an angel in love with circus acrobat 
marion (solveig Dommartin). Damiel, faced with an existential 
crisis, is forced to choose between a lonely life in heaven spent 
watching those on earth or one shot at mortal love. one of the 
most inventive films of the german new wave’s “mature” period 
following its heyday of the ’60s and ’70s, wings of Desire “is 
one of wenders’s most stunning achievements.”—jonathan 
rosenbaum, the chicago reader. assistant direction by claire 
Denis. (128 mins.)

may 11 12 sat 7 Pm, suN 4:45 Pm
35 shots oF rum
FrANce/GermANY 2008

Director: claire Denis
lionel, a metro conductor, lives with his daughter josephine, a 
beautiful university student, in a bustling apartment complex 
outside Paris. they have been sharing the same space for many 
years and have grown accustomed to one another’s company. 
lately, josephine has started spending time with noé, a 
handsome young neighbor, while lionel finds himself drawn into 
a romance with gabrielle, a close friend who also lives in the 
building. as their lives are pulled in different directions, father 
and daughter realize they must finally confront an aspect of 
their past in order to embrace their own destinies. 35 shots of 
rum “is Denis’s warmest, most radiant work, honoring a family 
of two’s extreme closeness while suggesting its potential for 
suffocation.”—melissa anderson, the village voice. (100 mins.)

may 12 13 suN 2 Pm, moN 7 Pm
the intruder
FrANce 2004

Director: claire Denis
based on the autobiography of french philosopher jean-luc 
nancy, with whom Denis has a close working relationship, the 
intruDer follows louis trebor, a middle-aged man in need of 
a heart transplant. as trebor traverses the globe, seemingly 
shopping the black market for a new heart, his son sidney 
re-enters his life after years of estrangement. the specter 
of another son, conceived out of wedlock and possibly living 
in the caribbean, threatens to interrupt their bond. while 
almost certainly Denis’s most oblique and elliptical film, 
the sensuousness provided by agnès godard’s images and 
the music of stuart staples (tindersticks) make the film a 
remarkable sensory pleasure. “exhilarating and exhausting, the 
kind of picture you don’t bounce back from immediately. yet its 
elusiveness is the very source of its poetic energy.”—stephanie 
zacharek, salon. (130 mins.)

may 12 suN 7 Pm
white mAteriAl
FrANce/cAmerooN 2009

Director: claire Denis
isabelle huppert plays maria vial, a white coffee plantation owner in 
an unnamed central african country deep in the throes of political and 
social upheaval. through a series of harrowing encounters, maria is 
faced with a choice: to flee a populace, many of them young, who seek 
retribution and the expulsion of her and her family or to stay and protect 
all that she knows, however fleeting that may prove. employing the laconic 
observational style developed over her twenty-plus-year career, tensions 
mount until explosive inevitability. “with grave tenderness, Denis reminds 
us that these murderous, tragically lost boys and girls are still children, 
a gesture that doesn’t restore their humanity—which she has no right 
to restore—so much as remind you of the humanity that’s so easily 
forgotten.”—manohla Dargis, the new york times. (106 mins.)

may 16 thurs 7 Pm
mAn no run
FrANce 1989

Director: claire Denis
Denis’s second feature-length film, man no run follows the exciting 
cameroonian musical group les têtes brûlées during their first 
european tour in 1989. Denis met the group while filming chocolat in 
1987, at the height of their popularity at home. the band plays a form of 
bikutsi (stomping music), a traditional music from the beti rainforests, 
with western instruments doctored to replicate the sound of traditional 
african instruments. the title is a Pidgin english expression that means 
“Don’t run off; stay with us until tomorrow morning.” (90 mins.) please 
note: this film, while light on dialogue, is in French without english subtitles.



aPr 20 21 sat 12 Pm, suN 7 Pm
the little Fugitive
Us 1953

Directors: ray ashley, morris engel
nominated for an academy award for best motion Picture story and winner of the silver lion at the 
venice film festival, the little fugitive follows a seven-year-old brooklyn boy named joey (richie 
andrusco) who runs away to coney island after being tricked into thinking he has killed his older 
brother lennie (richard brewster). joey’s adventures and lennie’s search for his lost little brother 
make for a charming, colorful adventure that chronicles 1950s new york in perfect detail. from the 
view under the boardwalk to a summer storm that clears the beach, engel’s camera never fails to 
register magical, atmospheric moments. Praised by john cassavetes and françois truffaut—the 
latter of whom said, “our new wave would never have come into being if it hadn’t been for the young 
american morris engel, who showed us the way to independent production with his fine movie”—this 
overlooked independent landmark has been newly restored on 35mm by the museum of modern art 
with support from the national endowment for the arts, the film foundation, and the celeste bartos film 
Preservation fund. (80 mins.)

aPr 20 sat 8 Pm
food for thought festival special event
live wire! goes to the movies
the northwest film center is pleased to host this special evening produced by the food for thought 
festival to benefit the oregon food bank. film, from script to screen, is the focus as oPb radio variety 
show live wire! brings its unique, lively approach to an eclectic evening for film lovers. tonight’s 
guests include Portland screenwriter mike rich (finDing forrester, the rookie, secretariat); 
amy ephron, columbia Pictures production alumna and director of the short film chloe@3am; yael 
kohen, author of we killeD: the rise of women in american comeDy; and composer mark orton 
(the gooD girl, sweet lanD, buck), who will show how a film’s music can make or break a scene. 
this is a live show only and will not be taped for broadcast. Please bring a donation of non-perishable 
food for the oregon food bank! Admission: $12. tickets and updated program information available at www.
foodforthoughtpdx.org.

SPECIAL SCREENINGS

The ThIeF OF baGDaD

beCOmING TRavIaTa

The ShINING

aPr 24 wed 6 Pm
40th AnnuAl student AcAdemy AwArds: 
region one FinAls
each year the northwest film center conducts the regional jurying of entries submitted for the annual 
academy of motion Picture arts and sciences® student academy awards. region one (of three) 
includes students from colleges and universities in the western states vying for a regional award, 
thereby qualifying for advancement to the national finalists’ competition in los angeles juried by 
academy members. this open screening is a unique opportunity to assess the quality of work—
narrative, documentary, animated, and experimental—out of the top film schools on the west coast. 
whether you’re a prospective film school student, parent, filmmaker, or film lover, the night is always 
full of surprises and discovery. (180 mins.) Free admission.

aPr 26 27 fri 7 Pm, sat 7 Pm
the shining
Us/GreAt BritA iN 1980

Director: stanley kubrick
adapting stephen king’s best-selling horror novel, kubrick cast jack nicholson as jack torrance, an 
out-of-work teacher who accepts employment as the winter caretaker of the haunted overlook hotel. 
after settling in with his wife (shelley Duvall) and son (Danny lloyd), jack slowly discovers that the hotel 
has its own terrifying agenda. jack’s degeneration from begrudging husband/father to murderous 
animal allows kubrick to deftly subvert preconceptions of masculinity and patrimony while crafting one 
of the scariest films ever made. (119 mins.) From April 12-18, cinema 21 is playing the new documentary 
room 237, a dive into the world of the shining’s ardent fans and scholars and their divergent claims of 
having decoded the film’s hidden symbolism and secret messages—genocide, government conspiracies, dark 
hidden history, and more. perhaps time to take a fresh look at a kubrick classic!

The lITTle FUGITIve
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TRISTaNa

SPECIAL SCREENINGS

may 18 19 sat 7 Pm & 9 Pm, suN 7 Pm
tristAnA
sPAiN/FrANce/ itAlY 1970

Director: luis buÑuel
buñuel employs the beautiful catherine Deneuve in a chilling surrealist horror story of individuals 
destroyed by the moral codes of a corrupt society. set in toledo, spain, in the 1920s, an innocent 
orphan girl is seduced by the aristocratic Don lope, her mephistophelean old guardian (fernando ray), 
whom she eventually comes to surpass in cynicism and perversity. full of freudian imagery and dark, 
outrageous humor, tristana is “nothing less than the quintessential buñuel film of all time... never 
before has Deneuve’s beauty seemed more precise and enigmatic.”—vincent canby, the new york 
times. “[the] scenes have an almost hypnotic power, because buñuel himself finds their images so 
fascinating… he is having at our subconscious like a surgeon.”—roger ebert. newly restored to its 
original glory by the cohen film collection and filmoteca española, madrid. (95 mins.)

may 23 24 25 thurs 7 Pm, fri 7 Pm, sat 7 Pm
the thieF oF BAgdAd
Us 1924

Director: raoul walsh
one of the most thrilling epics of the silent era and Douglas fairbanks’s personal favorite, the thief 
of bagDaD shows him at the top of his charming, acrobatic game. adapted from one thousanD anD 
one nights, the story revolves around a thief (fairbanks) who falls in love with the daughter (julanne 
johnston) of the caliph of bagdad. so overcome with love that he refuses to be deceptive about his true 
identity, fairbanks’s thief still has the chance to win the fair maiden by bringing back the world’s rarest 
treasures. thus begins a rousing fantasy replete with flying carpets, winged horses, and underwater 
sea monsters. exquisite camerawork and lavish sets by william cameron menzies support early special 
effects to make a wildly entertaining spectacle. inducted into the national film registry in 1996 and 
voted one of the top ten classic american films by the american film institute in 2008, the film’s new 
digital restoration and score by carl Davis (naPoleon) make it look like yesterday. (149 mins.)

may 30 JuN 2 thurs 7 Pm, suN 4:45 Pm
Bel BorBA AQui
BrAZil 20 12

Directors: burt sun, anDre costantini
he’s known fondly as “the People’s Picasso.” for the past 35 years, bel borba has been transforming 
his 500-year-old hometown of salvador, brazil, with an amazing and vast array of works of public 
art. using paint, sand, tiles, clay, metal, wood, and just about anything else he comes across, bel 
borba makes art that is a natural extension of his exuberantly theatrical personality. he remakes 
an abandoned building by using its steel beams to fashion a façade of faces. an airplane makes a 
surface on which to paint a plane-sized fish. coke bottles are fashioned into a huge charming dog, and 
unsuspecting, unadorned surfaces are canvases crying out for transformation. set to the rhythms of 
brazil, bel borba aqui introduces a one-man force who breathes new life into the city he loves through 
his art. “not unlike an urban andy goldsworthy, borba speaks with keen perspicacity about embracing 
bahian folklore.”—time out new york. (95 mins.)

may 31 JuN 1 2 fri 7 Pm, sat 7 Pm, suN 7 Pm
Becoming trAviAtA
FrANce 2012

Director: PhiliPPe bÉziat
“the title of Philippe béziat’s lovely film about the staging of verdi’s masterwork at the aix-en-
Provence festival in france could be said to have a double meaning. on the one hand, it refers to met 
opera favorite natalie Dessay as she hones her articulation, gestures, and movements on her way to 
incarnating violetta, verdi’s tragic courtesan. on the other, it captures the wonder that opera is: the way 
in which so many elements—musical, vocal, dramatic, choreographic, scenographic—come together 
to create a single aesthetic experience. much more than a backstage look at the contemporary staging 
of a classic, the film captures the highly detailed work of director jean-françois sivadier and musical 
director louis langrée, lingering over notes and lyrics, trying to get the expression of their meaning to 
be as precise as possible, and the efforts by the singers to integrate their own performances into the 
production’s overall vision.”—new york film festival. (120 mins.)

coming soon:  new czech cinemA • 21st portlAnd Jewish Film FestivAl 
   gloBAl lens • top down: rooFtop cinemA • northwest trAcking



NORTHWEST TRACKING

the ongoing northwest tracking series focuses a spotlight on the work 
of independent filmmakers living across the northwest—alaska, british 
columbia, idaho, montana, oregon, and washington—whose work reflects 
the vibrant cinematic culture of the region.

aPr 4 thurs 7 Pm—visitiNG artist
drAwing deAd
PortlAND 2013

Director: mike weeks
Poker was once a blue-collar game played in smoky backrooms over beer-
soaked green felt tables, until an online poker player from tennessee shocked 
the world by winning $2.5 million at the 2003 world series of Poker. the truth 
behind the hype is that there is a dark side to this game, one you won’t see on 
esPn. first-time filmmaker (and Portland resident) mike weeks examines the 
highs and lows of online poker from two very different perspectives: that of 
Dusty schmidt, an amateur golfer turned professional online poker player who 
has earned four million dollars at the sport to date and is considered among 
the world’s elite players, and that of michael korpi, jr., a star athlete and tal-
ented musician whose weakness for online poker derailed his life. (77 mins.) 
director mike weeks will be in attendance for a post-film Q&A.

aPr 11 thurs 7 Pm—visitiNG artists
mAssAcred For gold
lewistoN,  iDAho 2013

Directors: jennifer anDerson, vernon lott
jennifer anderson and vernon lott (baD writing, confluence), a husband-
and-wife filmmaking team from lewiston, idaho, return with this directors’ cut 
screening of their new film unearthing a little-reported, century-old crime. in 
1887, more than thirty chinese gold miners were murdered on the oregon side 
of hells canyon. evidence points to an improbable gang of seven rustlers and 
schoolboys—one only fifteen—as the killers. with narration by actor robert 
longstreet (PineaPPle exPress, the oregonian), an evocative score by tim 
hecker, and editing by nigel galt (eyes wiDe shut), massacreD for golD 
contemplates the inhumanity of the tragic event and the otherwise forgotten 
men who were so senselessly killed. (112 mins.) directors Jennifer Anderson 
and vernon lott will be in attendance for a post-film Q&A.

aPr 25 28 thurs 7 Pm, suN 7 Pm—visitiNG artists
Best oF the 39th northwest  
FilmmAkers’ FestivAl
Directors: various 
each year, following the northwest filmmakers’ festival, the film center 
assembles a cross-section of festival selections and sends it on tour across 
the region and beyond to find new audiences and inspire new artists. tonight, 
the tour stops in Portland—a chance to see these great films again or for the 
first time if you missed their festival screenings. the program includes josh 
lunden’s someone, chel white’s birD of flames, nathaniel akin’s a tax on 
bunny rabbits, bahar noorizadeh’s lingo, sal strom’s arctic christmas, 
tess martin’s the whale story, james heber’s in all forms, David hovan’s 
later than  usual, orland nutt’s Dear Peter, wooDchiPs i & ii, and robert 
sickels’s sterling hallarD bright Drake. (75 mins.)

may 1 wed 6 Pm—visitiNG artists
 school of film premiere

proJect viewFinder
PortlAND 2013

Directors: alex, antwoine, butterfly, DaviD, DeonDre, 
john, jo’vannie, rachel, rex, treasure & stone
tonight we celebrate the creative spirit and artistic achievements 
of a group of young adults who have spent the last several months 
participating in Project viewfinder, a school of film community out-
reach project conducted with the help of new avenues for youth, p:ear, 
outside in, and the bud clark commons media Project. mentored by 
lead faculty member bushra azzouz and supporting instructors, these 
youth have worked in front of and behind the camera to find their 
voices as mediamakers, sharing personal stories about the struggles 
of homelessness and the transitions they are now trying to make to 
lives of hope, joy, and self-sufficiency. together, the works are a poi-
gnant reflection on an often overlooked and misunderstood aspect 
of community vitality and livability. (80 mins.) many of the youth film-
makers will be in attendance. Join us for a pre-film reception at 5 pm 
in the Andree stevens room, adjacent to the whitsell Auditorium. 

may 2 thurs 7 Pm—visitiNG artist
everything went down
PortlAND 2013

Director: Dustin morrow
filmmaker and Portland state university professor Dustin morrow’s 
first feature is a contemporary musical that tells the story of a young 
college professor who, crippled by numbing grief, has shut himself 
off from the world following the death of his wife. at the same time, a 
young singer-songwriter (popular indie rocker kate tucker), strug-
gling to make a name for herself and bogged down by the pressures 
of turning her art into commerce, has lost sight of why she wanted to 
make music in the first place. the film chronicles the budding friend-
ship between the professor and the singer, as the energy and beauty 
of her music begin to bring him back to life and the value of her 
songs to this man reawakens her to the merits of making music. (85 
mins.) director dustin morrow will be in attendance for a post-film Q&A.

beST OF The 39Th NORThweST 
FIlmmakeRS’ FeSTIval

DRawING DeaD

baCkbONe: eaRly vaNCOUveR 
exPeRImeNTal CINema, 1967-1981

eveRyThING weNT DOwN

may 8 wed 7 Pm
open screening
Director: you
tonight the screen is yours. we throw open the doors of the whitsell 
auditorium and invite you to show your new short work. if you have 
something you’re proud of, sign up by contacting thomas Phillipson 
by may 1 at thomas@nwfilm.org. first come, first served as time 
allows, with preference given to works under ten minutes. bring your 
friends, family, and crew—admission is free!

may 29 wed 7 Pm—visitiNG artist
BAckBone:  
eArly vAncouver 
experimentAl cinemA, 
1967–1981
Director: richarD martin
from the mid-1960s through the 1970s, vancouver, b.c., was an 
international hub for experimental film and the source of an endur-
ing body of work that resonates today. vancouver filmmaker richard 
martin’s documentary examines some of the key works of the era, 
offering perspective on the social and cultural context of the time 
and the varied influences of psychedelic pop, structuralism, experi-
mental drama, and poetic cinema. featuring interviews from mem-
bers of vancouver’s cultural community—including the artists them-
selves—the film offers a primer for appreciating a program of key 
works curated by martin, all of which reveal vibrant visions. martin’s 
backbone (60 mins.) will be followed by gary lee nova’s steel 
mushrooms (1967), al razutis’s lumiÈre’s train (arriving at 
the station) (1979), sturla gunnarsson’s a Day much like the 
others (1977), chris gallagher’s seeing in the rain (1981), 
Patricia gruben’s the central character (1977), David rimmer’s 
canaDian Pacific 1 (1974), tom braidwood’s backbone (1972), 
Peter lipskis’s ecliPse (1979), kirk tougas’s far from quebec 
(loin Du quÉbec) (1971), and michael mcgarry’s in black anD 
white (1979). (total program running time: 156 mins.) director 
richard martin will introduce the program. co-presented by portland 
experimental Film Festival, may 21-26 (effportland.com).

40th northwest  
FilmmAkers’ FestivAl

entry deAdline Aug 1
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SOCIAL DIARy
the 36th portlAnd internAtionAl Film FestivAl
the northwest film center’s annual Portland international film festival was a smashing success, attracting over 37,000 attendees in its presentation of 92 international feature films and  
45 international shorts.  our thanks to the many sponsors, members, and filmgoers who made it all possible!

1 a packed house at the Piff 36 opening night Party in the lobby of the newmark theatre.  2 chipotle mexican grill’s joseph saraceno and the northwest film center’s kristy conrad.  
3 Portland art museum trustee mary c. hinckley alongside steven smith teamaker’s kim Dement and steve smith.  4 honorary consul of luxembourg bill failing, michele bowler-failing, 
josiah failing, and erica edmonds.  5 Portland mayor charlie hales chats with alien boy director and film center faculty member brian lindstrom.  6 eight oregon filmmakers engage with 
the audience at “short cuts v: made in oregon.”  7 students from the metropolitan learning center attend a global classroom screening.  8 graphic designer mike king and the oregonian 
film critics shawn levy and marc mohan with their partners at Piff opening night.  9 Piff opening night at the newmark theatre.  10 american winter directors joe and harry gantz at 
their documentary’s world premiere.  11 brian lindstrom’s documentary alien boy makes its world premiere at cinema 21.  12 northwest film center director bill foster, oregon consular 
corps executive assistant michou jardini, and romanian Parliamentarian mircea lubanovici.  13 vince Porter, kimberly warner, the northwest film center’s thomas Phillipson, and matt
schulte discuss oregon filmmaking. Photo credit: jason e. kaplan, andie Petkus, rlpotograpiya
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films screened at  NORTHWEST FILM CENTER • WHITSELL AuDITORIuM Portland art museum 1219 sW Park avenue

suNday moNday tuesday wedNesday thursday friday saturday

1 2 3 7 Pm  
Drawing DeaD 
(P.18)

4 7 Pm  
best of 
the ottawa 
international 
animation 
festival (P.4)
8 :45 Pm  
thale (P.4)

5 7 Pm  
best of the ottawa 
international 
animation festival 
(P.4)
8 :45 Pm  
thale (P.4)

6

5 & 7 Pm  
best of the ottawa 
international 
animation festival 
(P.4)

7 8 9 7 Pm  
 the 

imPortance of 
being earnest 
(P.13)

10 7 Pm  
massacreD 
for golD 
(P.18)

11 7 Pm  
le granD 
amour
Preceded 
by haPPy 
anniversary 
(P.3) 

12 5 & 9 Pm  
lanD of milk anD 
honey (P.3) 
7 Pm  
as long as you’re 
healthy Preceded by 
feeling gooD (P.3) 

13

5 Pm  
as long as you’re 
healthy Preceded by 
feeling gooD (P.3) 
7 Pm  
le granD amour
Preceded by haPPy 
anniversary (P.3) 

14 15 7:30 Pm  
the burning 
Plain (P.4)

16 6:30 Pm  
 chilDren of 

ParaDise (P.13)

17 7 Pm  
yo yo (P.3)

18 19 12 Pm  
the little fugitive (P.16) 
2 Pm  
the suitor Preceded by 
ruPture (P.3) 
4:30 Pm  
yo yo (P.3)
8 Pm  
live wire! goes to the 
movies (P.16)

20

4 Pm  
imitation of life (P.4) 
7 Pm  
the little fugitive 
(P.16)

21 7 Pm  
the suitor 
Preceded by 
ruPture (P.3)

22 7 Pm  
 last year 

marienbaD 
(P.13)

23 6 Pm  
40th annual 
stuDent 
acaDemy 
awarDs (P.16)

24 7 Pm  
best of 
the 39th 
northwest 
filmmakers’ 
festival (P.18)

25 7 Pm  
the shining 
(P.16)

26 7 Pm  
the shining (P.16)

27

7 Pm  
best of the 
39th northwest 
filmmakers’ festival 
(P.18)

28 29 7 Pm  
 laDy in the 

lake (P.13)

30 6 Pm  
 Project 

viewfinDer 
(P.18)

1 7 Pm  
everything 
went Down 
(P.18)

2 7 Pm  
chocolat 
(P.14)
9 :15 Pm  
Down by law 
(P.14)

3 6:15 Pm  
i can’t sleeP (P.14)
8 :30 Pm  
Paris, texas (P.14)

4

2 Pm  
chocolat (P.14)
4:30 Pm  
trouble every Day 
(P.15)
7 Pm  
nenette anD boni (P.15)

5 6 7 Pm  
 blow-uP 

(P.13)

7 7 Pm  
oPen 
screening 
(P.18)

8 7 Pm  
beau travail 
(P.15)

9 7 Pm  
trouble every 
Day (P.15)
9 :15 Pm  
i can’t sleeP 
(P.14)

10 2 Pm  
wings of Desire (P.15) 
5 Pm  
beau travail (P.15)
7 Pm  
35 shots of rum (P.15)

11

2 Pm  
the intruDer (P.15)
4:45 Pm  
35 shots of rum (P.15)
7 Pm  
white material (P.15)

12 7 Pm  
the intruDer 
(P.15)

13 14 7 Pm  
 seconDs 

(P.13)

15 7 Pm  
man no run 
(P.15)

16 17 7 & 9 Pm  
tristana (P.17)

18

7 Pm  
tristana (P.17)

19 20 7 Pm  
 Diabolique 

(P.13)

21 22 7 Pm  
the thief of 
bagDaD (P.17)

23 7 Pm  
the thief of 
bagDaD (P.17)

24 7 Pm  
the thief of bagDaD 
(P.17)

25

26 27 28 7 Pm  
backbone 
(P.18)

29 7 Pm  
bel borba aqui 
(P.17)

30 7 Pm  
becoming 
traviata (P.17)

31 7 Pm  
becoming traviata 
(P.17)

1

4:45 Pm  
bel borba aqui (P.17) 
7 Pm  
becoming traviata 
(P.17)

2 3 7 Pm  
 original sin 

(P.13)

4 5 6 7 8

support the Nw F ilm center !
Jo in  the  s ilver  screen  club

makes A great gift!  
see nwfilm.org or call 503-221-1156 for details

FILM CALENDAR    APRIL/MAy 2013 NWfilmcenter

maY

June

aPril

$9 generAl 
$8 pAm members/ 
 students/seniors 
$6 silver screen friends/
 children under 12

Box oFFi ce opens 30 minutes before showtime. 
AdvAnce  ti ckets are available online at nwfilm.org
silver screen cluB  
directors, producers, benefactors & sustainers receive 
free admission to all regulAr Admission programs.

laST yeaR aT maRIeNbaD P.13

laND OF mIlk 
aND hONey P.3

laST yeaR aT maRIeNbaD P.13


